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Previous Works on the Keglon ...... ,, • - .
:. In 1921, Dr. F. L. Reuisome wrote a short paper 
on the "Ore Deposits of the .Sierrita Mountains, Pima 
County, Arizona,1! which was published in the United 
States Geological Survey Bulletin No. 725. The object 
of the paper was to make a reconnaissance study of the, 
entire Sierrita Mountain district,of which the Helmet 
Peak Area is a part, in order to determine the ad
visability of undertaking a more detailed study in the 
future. He made a brief description of the different 
mines in the Helmet Peak area and their general geology.

N. H. Darton, in his "Resume of Arizona Geology" 
published by the Arizona Bureau of Mines in Bulletin 
No. 725, 1925, devoted a few paragraphs on the area, 
but his data were quoted mostly from Ransome * s work 
mentioned above.

In 1929, Charles F. Park, Jr. wrote a thesis on 
the "Geology of the San Xavier District," two copies 
of which are now available in the University of Arizona 
library. This work is incorporated in the present 

study with some changes in the stratigraphic and struc
tural interpretations.

In 1930, Edwin B. Eckel submitted a Master’s 
thesis to the University of Arizona on the "Geology 
and Ore Deposits of the Mineral Hill Area, Pima County,
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Arizona," two copies 2oC # 1  lohjare also available in 
the University library. This work is also incorporated 
in this thesis with major changes.- r v

Other works in the area are in the form of old* f 
unpublished mining" reports some of which are available 
to the writer through the courtesy of the men mentioned 
in the acknowledgments. Some reports date as far back 
as 1905 and as late as 1929. : v-'x :V: ' - ' :?i’ ; '

v'/ uc.. q:a.s:.: ,
Piv:.- to ;• . v :

■ : ■' ';n::v ;■ t.': -'.-r v,.-:

:* 'X,.i

V
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Fieldwork and Laboratory Studies
Geologic mapping of the area was done mostly on 

week-ends during the school year of 1940-41, The work 
was resumed from December 1941 to February 1948. Most 
of the laboratory work was done during the months of 
February, March and April 1948. ‘ •- * •

The topographic map used • in this work is from the 
United States Geological' Survey topographic sheet of the 
Twin Buttes Quadrangle. Geologic data" were plotted with 
the aid of a Bruntoh compass using the three-point 
intersection method. Due to the relative flatness of 
the area, an aneroid barometer was not used. ‘

Thin-sections of rocks and polished sections.: of 
ore minerals were made and examined in the laboratory. 
Fossils were collected and identified i' Minerals were - 
determined by standard methods. " " v ; ' : •
- ' . ' -- ir. vyrM-.:; ; -.1;:-.0

:: ;'vo:t5 v

' r " ' " .  ̂ ."r'
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. ' I "- ■ :  ̂GEOGRAPHYJ :v . :_ -;

The area is about 22 miles south of Tucson along the 
Twin Buttes road. The road is a good automobile and truck 
road paved for about ten miles to the San Xavier Mission,, 
and a well-graded dirt road, which passes through the 
Helmet Peak area, and meets the Tucson-Nogales highway . 
farther south, covers, the remaining distance. .

An alternate route is via Sahuarita, a small unin
corporated town 20 miles south of Tucson along the Tucson- 
Nogales highway (U. S. 89). A five-mile dirt road leads 
west from this.settlement to a point about two miles south 
of the Helmet Peak .area along .the Twin Buttes road. Sa
huar it a is on the Tucson-Nogales railroad line of the 
Southern Pacific and it is the nearest shipping point to 
the region.

The elevation in the area ranges from 3400 feet to 
4000 feet. Roads and trails traverse the area in every 
conceivable direction.

Mapping was confined to Sections 33, 34, 35, and 36 
of Township 16 South Range 12 East; and to Sections 1, 2, 
3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, and 24
of T 17 S R 12 E. The area covers about twenty square 
miles.



Fauna and Flora
. . .. Vegetation is of the desert type of southern 

Arizona; Palo Verde, mesquite, yuooa, and several 
varieties of oactus are the most abundantly represented.

JNo wild animals, except a few coyotes' and several 
rabbits, were'-seen by the writer during his work, but 
wildcats were reported to be present;in the'area;

The climate is the semi-arid type of southern 
Arizona. The average annual rainfall is about ten inches; 
most of it falls during'the summer. Field-work is pos- 
sible«throughout the year; 'The winters are not severe 
and most of the ’days are sunny and comfortably warm.
Due to the higher elevation of the area, the summer ' 
temperatures are five to ten degrees"cooler than those 
of Tucson. The minimum temperature is about 20°F and 
the maximum is 110 °F. . - - - ■
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Settlement
More than half a dozen houses, remnants of the old 

mining days in the San Xavier sub-area, axe now occupied 
by several Mexican families'forming a ‘small village set
tlement . A one-room school house, with about; 12 to•15 
pupils is being1conducted in-the village under one school 
teacher. Some of the houses in the area can be repaired 
for future use> ~ r ; u •
Jfeter Supply : : ; ’: - •

Domestic -water supply for the settlers in, the San 
Xavier village is obtained from the shafts of the Empire

. * ' 1 ' '  -- ‘ ‘ . '< ...L JJ • . 1

•Zinc Co. Most of the shafts in the area are filled with......." ' — - - - ' ‘ - '- • - • \ ---- i
water to within 200 feet; or.less from the surface. In 
spite of this, however, the problem of adequate water 
supply for any mill operation in the area will be dif- 
:ficult to solve and may, greatly affect the future pos- 
sibilities of the area. .



Topography' c : ; ' : - — r ^
The area is in the northeastern part’of the Sierrita 

mountain system, one of the smaller of the nearly meri
dional mountain ranges of southern A r i z o n a T h e  Sierritas 
separate the Altar' valley"in the west from the Santa 
Cruz valley on the east. The range is between thirteen 
to. fourteen miles long and roughly four miles wide. 
Apparently no part of the range rises more than 2,000 
or 5,000 feet above the upper margin of the flanking 
desert plains or attains an altitude greater than 
6,500 feet above sea level. In comparison v/ith the'
Santa Rita mountains to the east or to Baboquivori 
Range to the west, the Sierrita mountains are low and 
are scenically unimpressive.

In general, the prominent topographic features in 
the area consist of cliffs or steep hills of the Paleo- 
zoic rocks; whereas,- the lowlands are underlain either 
by coarse-grained igneous rocks, the less resistant 
Cretaceous series, or the soft gypsiferous member of 
the Paleozoic beds. Helmet Peak, which rises about 550 
feet above the surrounding flats, consists of the re
sistant, cliff-forming Snyder Hill limestone. The peak 1

1. Ransome, P. L., Ore Deposits of the Sierrita 
Mountains, Arizona. Bull. 725, United States 
Geological Survey, p. 407, 1921.



is the most prominent land mark in the area. The 
high--elevations of the San Xavier and - the Mineral Hill 
areas are made of-the Palezoio limestones, quartzites 
and hornfels, whereas the depressions and saddles within 
these areas are underlain by the soft/ non-resistant 
gyp siferous and marly series of the - Permian beds. < _ ,.,

Surrounding the prominent physiographic features 
mentioned are rolling hills and gentle ■undulating plains 
cut by shallow washes and arroyos which drain toward 
the Santa Cruz;valley to the east. The plains are com
posed almost entirely of alluvial detritus, but, as is 
characteristic of the pediments in Southern Arizona, 
the"alluvium is thin. The plain areas and depressions 
are‘underlain by granite or by coarse arkose; whereas 
the rolling, rounded ridges are made of volcanics, quart 
zites, and brecciated rocks of the Cretaceous series.

As a whole j the Helmet Peak area is relatively 
flat with a few gently rolling hills rising not more 
than 450 feet above the plains. l v • i- vc



Development of the- Topography In the -Area ' ■ ’ - ~: :
Differences,in the resistance‘of-the formations 

have entirely, controlled the physiographic features 
of the Helmet Peak afea; Rocks composed of several 
minerals-are greatly affected by weathering and erosion 
while the more simple rocks like limestones“and shales 
are less affected; Typical of the semi-arid'conditions 
weathering agents tend to disintegrate rocks of non- 
uniform mineral composition such as g r a n i t e T h i s  is 
due to the difference in expansion and contraction of 

h the individual mineral grains in the rock caused by 
changes of temperature between day and night or the 
change due to summer showers. Sudden rainfall during 
the hot summer days rapidly cools the rock, thereby 
promoting sudden contraction of the individual minerals 
a process that greatly weakens the rocks. The same is 
true of the change from summer to winter. As a result 
of these processes of weathering the granite rocks have
"been eroded to an undulating plain,' • : • ' . ■ '

On the other hand, precipitation under arid condi
tions is insufficient to dissolve limestone at the 
same rate that erosion removes and disintegrates the 
coarser igneous rocks. Its homogeneity in mineral 
composition makes it possible for its constituent
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minerals to expand and contract uniformly thus maintain
ing a stronger resistance to'torrential downpours than 
the igneous rocks; The same is true of the shales
in the.area. As a result, the limestone, and shales 
stand as ridges and escarpments while,the coarser igneous 
rocks consitute the lower,areas.

The Permian gypsiferous formation has low resist
ance to erosion. These beds show variable mineral com
position and consist of.marls, impure limestones, weak 
shales and gypsum. Wherever present, these beds form
valleys and gentle slopes.

The.arkoses and sandstones behave somewhat'like 
igneous rocks. The weakness, however, is more due .
to incomplete cementation of the grains than to hetero
geneity of their "composition.: :V . : . . • ..

Quartzites behave like limestone beds, because 
of their relatively homogeneous,composition and strong 
induration.

Differences in mineralogical composition and degree 
of consolidation of the rocks do not entirely account 

for the development of the topography in the area.
Many valleys follow fault zones along which the rocks 
. are crushed- and easily eroded.

>.
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SEDMENTARY ROCKS

General Statement —
The-presence of the following Paleozoic.formations 

in the area has been established by the. present.writer : 
the Cambrian Bolsa and;Abrigo-formations, the Devonian 
Martin limestone, the Mississippian Escabrosa limestone, 
the Pennsylvanian Naco formation, the. PermianManzano 
and; Snyder Hill formations. •, ^ v
. . In the Mineral Hill.? subrarea, .the stratigraphic 
column includes the-formations from the Cambrian Bolsa 
quartzite to the Permian Manzano formation. The Snyder 
Hill Formation was not recognized- in this locality. .

The Paleozoic section in the San Xavier hills 
includes formations from the Mississippian-Escabrosa 
limestone to the Snyder Hill Formation. Cambrian and 
Devonian beds were not found in this locality..

The Cretaceous strata in the area have been divided 
into.three units: (1) Volcanic Series, (2) Recrea
tion Red Beds, (3) White Arkose. Most of the Cretaceous 
beds crop out south of the San.Xavier hills.,

;

\
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CAMBRIAN
Bolsa Q.uartzite- ; , V ^ :• V ; • ^

The Bolsa: quairbzite . is exposed in the Mineral 
Hill sub -area. It is •. a rusty brown to p inkish tan ' 
vitreous quartzite. Individual beds have variable thick
ness and some show distinct cross-bedding. The upper 
beds are dark and micaceous and probably represent silty 
facies of the formation that has undergone some meta
morphism. The rest of the quartzite varies from fine 
sandy beds to almost conglomeratic near the base.

The total thickness in the area is about 1,300 
feet. No fossils were found. Recognition of the for
mation is based on lithology and stratigraphic position.

In other areas^ in southeastern Arizona, the 
Bolsa quartzite is overlain by the Pima sandstone and 
by the Cochise formation. Due to the poor surface 
exposures and extensive metamorphism of the rocks, the 
presence of these two formations above the Bolsa quart
zite in the Helmet Peak area could not be ascertained.
It is possible, however, that the upper part of the 
formation mapped as Bolsa quartzite represents the meta
morphosed equivalent of the Pima sandstone and the

l"I Stoyanow, A. A., Correlation of Arizona P&leozoic 
Formations. Bull. Geol. Hoc. of America, Vol.
47, p. 466, 1936.



V I'l," 'l-' , : ' -.u; e v :Vo: v-:v
Cochise formation. The great thickness of the.Bolsa 
quartzite in the area lends weight to this belief.,,:v J-r .vv: v.1 - \

Dr. A. A. Stoyanow"*" has correlated the Bolsa
' vl" :U V  . : . : "Vv; y .. ....... r-, V - -- -

quartzite with the Wheeler formation ..of the House Range 
Section in U^ah. _ , ; : y .

- - • -  ;  ;

-vr-'.\ nil

; -...l- J.n '- ̂ y
j..: /. 5 l: • ■
1 4 - — y . y; - * Y - hr 1 ^r.rrr;,

, uui':> .Icy
. r: v : .

"hr' :

I - - , o:.

1. Stoyanow, Av A . , op. cit., p. 480, 1956.
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Abrigo Formation

In the Bishee Quadrangle, Ransome1' described the
-  - -■'■■■' ; ■ : C: : ■: y; , , .Abrigo limestone as thin-bedded Cambrian limestone 

with conspicuous laminated structure produced by alterna- 
tion of irregular sheets of chert and gray limestone.
The total thickness is about 380 feet. The Abrigo for
mation has also been located in the Whetstone-Mountains, 
Cochise Countj/7 between' Bensonyand Tucson; in the 
Picachode Calera Hills, Pima County, 25 miles west
•- : ; ■ ' • '• -  '  ■ V  C- L - :  J : .  . . .of Tucson; in the Santa Catalina Mountains, Pinal County, 
30 miles north of Tucson; and in the Santa Rita and 
Empire Mountains, across the Santa Cruz Valley from 
the Helmet Peak area.

The formation is exposed at Mineral Hill sub-area.
It is extensively metamorphosed due to hydrothermal 
alterations caused by later intrusives. Few open cuts 
within the formation show remnants of what appear to 
be the original wavy layers of chert protruding above 
the limestone beds. This character, however, does not 
seem to be as prominently developed in the area as in 
other districts of southeastern Arizona. This is pro
bably due to the extensive silicification of the beds, 

ypossiis were not found in the formation, and —  -

Ransome, F. L.— Geol. and Ore Deposits of Bisbee, 
Quadrangle, Arizona. U.S.G.S. Prof. Paper No. SI, 
(1904), p. 30-53.

1
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identification v/as based on stratigraphic relations 
and lithologic character.
.. ‘ 'In-the Bisbee area and other localities where

fossils were found, the fauna is ‘ef:'early upper Cam
brian age; ihe following" fossils were idehtlf led in 
the Abrigo formation of -tiisbee1 : ■" Trierepicephalus
texanus and Hesperaspis butleri. The formation has;
been correlated with the weeks formation of the 
House Range Section,' Utah. ■ - v ' : L - ■

; i

:i -

L  ̂ T U;:

0:

1. titoyanovz, A. A . , op. cit., p. 486.
' —  ■
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UPPER DEVONIAN v - " l: r' v - i  

Martin Limestone _ 1 v::;;:.r ;_v;' r .
The standard Upper Devonian formation of south- ' : 

eastern Arizona is the Martin limestone established by 
Ransomed In:the Bisbee-Tucson sub-area, the Martin 
limestone is a dark-gray compact formation with some 
lighter colored layers.

In the Mineral Hill sub-area, the Martin:limestone, 
about 250 feet thick, overlies the Abrigo formation 
disconformably. The thickness of individual beds ranges 
from one to two feet. The unmetamorphosed portions of 
the Martin limestone are dark-gray, compact and fairly 
pure limestone. Near the base, the formation has been 
extensively metamorphosed by later intrusives. A  white, 
fine-grained, sugar-textured, marbleized limestone is 
produced by metamorphism.

The only fossil found was Cladopora limitaris 
(Rominger). This is a branching colonial coral similar 
to Favosites. The genus Cladopora is characterized by 
the non-uniform thickness of the walls of the coral, 
whereas Favosites is characterized by,..the.. uniform„.thick- 
ness of its walls. This species is intermediate between 
the two genera; that is, the walls of the individual 
coral are slightly thickened, but not. as pronounced as

TI Ran some, F. L . , op. cit., pp.’ 33-42, 1904.
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in the typical Cladopora. For this intermediate type 
of-oorai Rominger- used the name limitaris,

At Bisbee the faunal assemblage of the Martin lime
stone' is rather 'prolific. It has been correlated with 
the Hackbefry shale of Iowa by H.'8. Williams:..

* ■■ . • .  - a  . A A ’C l A r h v t r  t ' - A

• - • ; * . >7 - - * >• ; ) • j ; 1  C: - ‘ 1 r o r  . / . i X : r  . r  t  u  V ;  O .  ..

; ' - '  - - - .1.  r X r - r : v j  s t  t ' r  • t * >  —

A h r , : A:-;  b ■i : o  o l i o r - . A t e .  t r r : : - -

~ i . ' . T *  . t ' O r  0  0 : 0 :

" ;  ' -• ... A "  " A :  r ' - e  1

-* . i ✓  » - TT f- - *. t : ; ' i ’ r* - .. r  . : e r

-
> r ;

•-

: J  - ; v o y - ; - r ^ P l y o V  r - o r  r o c y l . t t -

V  ! : o  %- o r  ;  ■ . .■  :  . . . . o - ■ -A. .

;* A A o o v ' o  r r  r v :

r-
’ r  i . n  a : : ; r - v  :  1 ; ;  z ■ t o r • . n. ■

’' ■> V ; • ; ->. r  f c  E r  ■; r : n t c r J

: ' . .-. ' ‘T e r a  f A: ■ ' . ‘1  O-; '•■■• A t : ; : - : ;

■: r a  r : r - e r r .  ; ; . • A - r e t o A v :  : u  t o r  t o r  r " - -  - * / w

v A : u b - o t ;: a .

1 .  Rominger ,  C . . , Geol . : Survey, of Michigan, Vol. Ill,
. page 36, 1873-76

- • '  ‘ v.  ■- - L V ’J  ! i ,  y O  i A .  - C y  i ; L  *'• t

2. Ransoms, F. L . , op. cit., p. 42, 1904.
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LOWER MISSISSIPPIAN ;; vy " ; v :  : ' : r ; ‘ r :
Escabrosa Limestone - 'r - -
- Like the Bolsay the Abrlgo aiid the Martin forma
tions,1 the presence of the Escabrosa limestone in the - 
Helmet Peak area was not recognized by previous workers. 
The presence of this lime stone in the’Helmet Peak area 
has been established'by the writer. The iithbiogy arid 
other characteristic features of the'1imestone'are very 
similar to the equivalent beds in other areas of"south
east ern Arizona. ' The Escabrosa is- a cliff-forming- mas
sive, thick-bedded granular limestone. Except" if or some 
cherty beds, it is a relatively pure- limestone' arid free- 
from dolomite. The colors vary from almost pure white 
to gray with some portions showing pink tints. Some
beds are made almost entirely of crinoid plates. Nodules
and irregular bunches of .chert are not - ̂ c o mmon. 0 large; L
calcite rhombohedrons, many of them distorted by:deform-,
ation, are present. This is especially true in areas of

;:c / /  . :i : . : ; . = v_v ; ,
intense metamorphism.' Weathered surfaces of the* Escabrosa

The Escabrosa limestone in the San Xavier sub-area, 
west of the Twin Buttes highway, is repeated by numerous
faults which were difficult to trace due to their tendency 
to produce a minimum of gouge and. breccias. Fault planes
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were also probably sealed by recrystallization.of the
limestone or by flovrage during its deep burial. Clear
bedding planes are rare thus making the; determination .,
of dips and strikes rather difficult.- Undescribed corals.
known only in the Lower Mississippian of southeastern , ..
Arizona, were found in this limestone. , ; - ■ .*

The Escabrosa limestone was first described in detail
by Ransomed in the Bisbee quadrangle. Abundant Lower
Mississippian fossils .were recognized. .Ransome estimated

2the thickness in Bisbee to be 700 feet. Enlows reported
3750 feet in the. Little Dragoon mountains and Johnson .=

estimated about 700 feet, at Helvetia. The writer observed
' ' ■ "  ■ ................ . " ’ " ' ' - ’ 4 " ■'600 feet in the Empire Mountains. ..r r. ; ; • - , :

1 7

2.

3 .

4.

Ransome, E. L., Geology and ore Deposits of the Bisbee 
Quadrangle ,* U. 8. Geol . Survey, Prof . Paper No. 21, 1904.
Enlows,7J3., Geology of the Little Dragoon Mountains, Ariz., Doctor's Thesis, Univ. of Arizona, 1939.
Johnson, V. H . , Geol. of the Helvetia Mining District, 
Arizona, Doctor's Thesis, Univ/;of Arizona,,p. 25, 1941.
Mayuga, M. N ., Geol. of: the Emp ire Beak Area, Pima 
County, Ariz., Master's Thesis, Univ. of Arizona, 1940.

-.r '- ■- ;r
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LOWER PENNSYLVANIAN 
Naco formation

At present the term "Naco Formation" does not cor- 
respond to Ransome * s original "Naco Limestone" which in
cluded all the formations above the Mississippian Escabrosa 
limestone and below the Cretaceous. This has been sub
divided into several stratigraphical units. Dr-. A. A.

p  ■ • . . . .  • - : . = " ' : ''Stoyanow^ retained the name Naco only for that part of 
Ransomef s original Naco which contains Pennsylvanian fos
sils- ;

As elsewhere in southeastern Arizona, there is a dis
tinct difference in lithology between the Escabrosa lime
stone and the Naco formation. In contrast to the massive, 
thick-bedded Escabrosa; limestone, the Naco formation is 
composed of thin-bedded cherty limestones interstratified 
with thin-bedded shales. Metamorphism has altered most 
of the shales to dense, tough, cherty hornstones which are 
rather resistant to erosion. Original bedding planes, ?*
however, are well preserved and their origin is xmquestion
able. Weathered surface of the shales is rusty brown 
with large irregular pits. The limestone members are less 1

1. Ransome, E. L., Op. cit. , 1904.
2. Stoyanow, A. A., op. cit., p. 521.
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regular and persistent than the shales. The thickness 
ofjany single limestone member rarely exceeds thirty 
feet while the shale members are seldom over ten feet 
thick. Structural disturbance makes accurate measure
ment of the thickness of the Naco formation impossible. 
It is estimated to be at least 900 feet thick.

Within the equivalent formation in the Montana Mine 
area (Empire Mountains), Sopp^ reported the presence of 
Chaetetes milleporaceous. This fossil establishes the 
probable age of the formation as Lower Pennsylvanian.
,: Fossils, are. poorly preserved in the Helmet Peak
area and recognition of this formation As based entirely 
on lithology and vstratigraphio -position. - -

: n

■’o ' a 1 / .*
> :

'AT'-. >J: :
:./: c - -t.., . •■■ ■;■'; i ; . - %. - ;

r:r- - Y-C-.r V'-’ M; ̂

1% Sopp, G. F., Geo'l. of the Montana Mine Area, Empire 
- - Mountains, Ariz. , Easterns Thesis, p.., 24, 1940, Univ. 

of Arlz. Library.
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PERMIAN ' ' r
Manzano Group .
■ The lov/er member of the Manzano group is a series 
of marls, shales, limestones and gypsum which is strati- 
graphically above theNaco formation. The general charac
ter of. these beds in the Helmet Peak area is very similar 
to the gyp sum-bearing beds in the Empire Mountains.

. Lenticular masses of gypsum, are numerous and are 
characterized by a peculiarly weathered grayish surface. 
The shales interbedded with the gypsum and marls are 
greenish to brownish gray in color and somewhat metamor
phosed. In general, they are decidedly different from 
the underlying Naco bornfels, being softer and less 
resistant. Some of the limestones in the series are 
grayish white but some beds show a pinkish tint in some
places and bluish gray in others. The gypsum is mostly 
of the alabaster type. Several specimens suggest - --
anhydrite, but they are too soft and closed-tube tests
reveal the presence of water. There,may be.anhydrite
below the outcrop but none has been recognized. The
limestones interbedded with gypsum are generally softer
than other. Paleozoic limestones. Some-greenish, cherty-
looking hornstones -were, noted in the series interbedded
with the marls and gypsum. . .. ... , . . ..

1. Sopp, G. p., op. cit., p .27. " ~~
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Conformably overlying the gypsiferous series in the 
San Xavier, sub-area is a. series of quartzites, and lime
stones. The bottom layer is a thin bed of grayish-blue 
limestone about 50. feet thick. Above this limestone is 
a massive,, rusty brown to light brown quartzite stained 
red in some places due to oxidation of iron. Another : 
limestone horizon overlies this quartzite member. It 
is a bluish-gray, thin-rbedded limestone with outlines of 
calcified gastropods. The second quartzite, which 

normally overlies the second limestone bed, is faulted 
out in the San Xavier hills east of the road. It is, 
however, present in the hills west of the road and also 
in the Mineral Hill sub-area. This quartzite is very 
similar lithologically to the lower member.

South of the San Xavier hills, on the Cretaceous 
flats, outliers of Manzano quartzites are apparently 
resting on the Cretaceous strata. Except for an intense 
brecciation of these blocks, the general character of 
the quartzites is very similar- to the Manzano quartzites 
mentioned above. The;Paleozic quartzites, in general, 
can easily be distinguished from the Cretaceous quart- 
zites; the latter being arkosic in character, whereas 
the former is composed practically of pure q u a r t z . Four 
blocks of these outliers were mapped in the area. The 
quartzite block in the southern part of the area is
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accompanied by limestone.
The Arizona equivalent of the Manzano formation 

has been briefly described by Dr. A. A. Stoyanow, in 
the Whetstone Mountains. He mentioned the presence of 
750 feet of .sandstones and shales with thin-bedded, 
bluish-gray limestone carrying species which occur in 
the Manzano group of New Mexico. Workers in the Empire 
Mountains and Helvetia reported the presence of the 
gypsiferous beds in those localities. The limestone 
and quartzite strata above the gypsiferous beds were 
first described by Alberding in the Empire Mountains.

:'

- - ’ :

■ J.i * 2 3 4

!• Stoyanow, A. A. op. cit., p. 530. '. .
2. Sopp, G. P., op. cit.
3. Jones, W. R . , Geol. of the Sycamore Ridge Area, 

Pima County, Ariz, Master’s Thesis, p. 27, 1941.
4. Alberding, H . , The Geol. of-the Northern Empire 

Mountains, Ariz. Doctor’s Thesis, XJniv. of Ariz. Library, 1938.
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Snyder Hill Formation
The moat.prominent land mark in the area. Helmet 

Peak, is composed.entirely of the Snyder Hill formation. 
It;is a bluiahrgray, very:massive, cliff-forming lime
stone with t abundant Permian fossils. In' general, the 
limestone is very competent and. yields by flowing. ; ... 
This is shown by.’small crenulations and flow-like rstruo- 
ture in some places; rPure calcite casts, remnants of 
coiled gastropods and!other,fossils, stand out as white 
spots on a very dark gray background.
- •v ■••Fossils recognized by the writer in this limestone 
were Camaraphoria deloi, Composita mexicana. Bryozosu''- 
a.large:Productus ofivesi type and several other - 
brachiopods and coiled gastropods usually observed in

. i

the limestone;in other areas. The Snyder Hill formation 
is well known throughout southeastern Arizona. The 
great abundance of fossils^ wherever the formation is 
present, makes it One of the most unique stratigraphical 
units. ' Its great resistance to erosion makes it always 
a prominent topographic feature. The formation was 
established by Dr. A. A; Stoyanow.1 The type locality 
is Snyder’s Hill west of Tucson.

Tv Stoyanow, A. A. 'Correlation of Arizona Paleozoic 
Formations; Bull.' of the Geol. Soc. of America,
Vol. 47, p. 459,540, 1936.
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CRETACEOUS SYSTEM 
General Statement

The stratigraphic relation of the Cretaceous beds in 
the area is not clear as the structure is complex and out
crops are poor. The absence of a standard section that 
can serve as a yard stick adds to the difficulty.

In the Tucson Mountains, W. H. Brown subdivided the 
Cretaceous.into three units:, (1) the Volcanic series at 
the base, ((8) the Recreation red beds and (3) the Amole 
arkose. Similar subdivision will be followed by the . 
v/riter in this area. . • . ■. . . ,
TJntiifferentiated Voloainlcs and Sediments 
- . A large area of Cretaceous volcanics and undiffer

entiated sediments is present south of the San Xavier 
hills. ..The area is broken by numerous faults which are 
rather difficult to trace. . A detailed mapping of the 
structure in this area was not attempted because of the 
cover of detrital materials. : ;

The series includes different types of igneous 
flows, predominantly rhyolites, rhyolitic tuffs, latites, 
dacites, and andesites; the sediments include brown 
arkosic quartzite, reddish-brown sandstones and /con
glomerates. : Some conglomerate beds just south of the "San

Brown, w. H., Tucson Mountains, A Basin Range Type,
-  - Bull* Geol. Soc. of America, Vol. 50, jno. 5, ip. 713,
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Xavier hills are made up mostly of chert and quartzite 
pebbles;, others farther south are made up mostly.of very
coarse crystals of quartz and feldspars with andesiticr - . r : '/-'./v .:-v ■ . ' . 1 ■pebbles from one to two inches in diameter. Most of
the sandstone beds are rather cross-bedded and fairly 

• well cemented. The quartzites are typically arkosic 
in character and thin-section studies revealed the 
presence of an appreciable percentage of feldspars, 
borne brick-red shales and reddish-brown sandstones are 
included in the series.

• ' Andesite;'flows are the predominant volcanic rooks. 
These are porphyritic with-feldspar pheriocrysts in a 
dark-green to purplish groundmass. Epidotization is 
apparent in most of the flows.

>-■ Recreation Red. Beds •.
On the east side-of the Helmet Peak area is a• . . . . . . .  . ,  ^  . •* *' * < »  - -  v  »  ■ z  - -

series of brick-red, green, maroon, and buff colored 
shales, sandstones and conglomerates. Due to.the close 

: similarity of this formation to the Recreation Red Beds 
of the Tucson Mountains, this name has been adapted for 
the. formation. , . - . . ,r ...

Outcrops of,similar beds are also present,on the 
northeastern slopes of.the San Xavier hills as shown o n . 
the geologic map. ....

The predominance.of, arkoses and sandstones is rather 
marked in the formation. Close examination of the rocks
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show fairly rounded quartz and feldspar grains cemented by 
by red hematite. The mineral constituents of the rooks 
suggest the existence of a nearby granite land mass during 
the time of their deposition. Some facies of the arkosio 
beds are greenish-gray in color instead of the usual red.
This Is probably due to the presence of iron silicates.

- Some conglomerate beds were observed southeast:of 
the Helmet Peak. They are: composed of chert and quartzitio 
pebbles with fine-grained, Iron-rich ground mass.- Other 
conglomerate beds in the formation carry some, andesitic 
pebbles in an arkosio groundmass.L The andesite- pebbles 
suggest that the formation was deposited after or contempora
neous with the lava flows. :

The base of the formation is buried under the recent 
alluvium bn the northeastern slope of the Helmet Peak. The 
upper part^ southeast of the Helmet Peak, is apparently 
overlain, by a series of coarse-grained, somewhat conglo
meratic arkose. - The relationship can not be definitely 
established due to lack of good exposures. ■ r :
r - The Recreation Red Beds in the area are undoubtedly 
complicated by a series of. structures which are not visible 
on the surface. The presence of some mineralized fissuresi
exposed by open-outs suggests a more extensive fracturing 
than is apparent on the ;surface. Lack of good surface
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ezposures, both of the beds and the structures, pre
cludes any;systematic study of the formation. :.

No fossils were found in the Red Beds: of the:area; 
m i t e  Arkose .-I " x , y r v :xx>

,-A large area of white arkosie rooks with a few lime
stone beds and green shales is exposed on the middle part 
of the Helmet Peak area. The arkosie,rooks.vary from a 
white fine-grained almost quartzitle; variety to avpinkish" ' 
coarse-grained type that looks very much like a kaolinized 
or sericitized granite porphyry.;;In many places the weather
ed surfaces of the rocks are dark brown to black due to a 
coating of iron and manganese oxides. Some:places show 
reddish tint which suggests the presence of hematite. The 
source of iron in the rooks is .probably hydrothermal, as 
shown by the presence of disseminated pyrite, boraite and 
chaloopyrite in some unozidized specimens near the Olivette 
Mine and other open-cuts in the areai

Previous workers arid local men have erroneously re-
ferred to these rocks as igneous in origin, Some mine re
ports classified the finer variety as an "altered rhyolite"; 
others regarded the coarser variety as a "graniterock" 
or a "porphyry". During the early days of the writer’s 
study, he tentatively mapped thevrock;as;ansalasklte,.. 
which is a granite low in ferromagnesian minerals. Later 
studies', however, revealed ddhoiusive evidence that the
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rooks are of clastic origin. Distinct bedding planes were 
found in places. Thin-seotion examinations revealed the 
clastic texture of the rook, which is hardly visible in 
most specimens. Microscopic examination showed the predom
inance of quartz with fairly abundant feldspars and seri- 
cite. The sub-angular shape of the individual grains sug
gests the clastic origin of the rocks. Some of the quartz 
grains show interlocking contact similar to quartzite: others.. ' - '-V-.V ; ;'v ; r • ■ V .
are separated by very fine aggregates of sericite and 
quartz. A  more detailed examination of a coarser variety 
showed the following:

Megascopic- pinkish, coarse-grained rook with sub-
angular to angular grains. Pink variety 
of feldspars are abundant. Without the 

D aid of a hand-lens, the rook looks like
. a porphyry or a granite.

Miorosoopio-
Quartz - 5 0 %

■ ' ’ ■■■-''■: • ■ -i" ■ ■' - Orthoclase - 20% c. . C' ... ■
. , ......  Mioroperthites s 10%

“ Plagloolase s io% . ; --: -v '
, .... ..... .Magnetite, Hematite, Sericite, Chlorite,

emd other fine-grained minerals ■ 10%
- Size of grains varies from 0.05 mm. to 1.5 mm.

Individual mineral grain has angular to sub-angular outline.
The grains are interlocked by fine cementing materials,
which are composed of quartz, feldspars, sericite and
chlorite. Some feldspars are altered to sericite, almost
completely. Kaolinization is also apparent in some cyrstals
of feldspars. No intergranular boundaries were seen in this
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section that might.indicate igneous origin.
The shape of the,mineral grains indicates a residual

type of deposition. A similar process of deposition is 
now taking place in the area, where a .thick cover of re
cently deposited materials, derived mostly from.the granite, 
are accumulating on the plains, and in .washes and arroyos. 

Several beds of green shales and limestones not ez-
oeeding ten feet thick are associated with the arkose.

1 . - • '• ;• ', :■ ‘ '■* : *

The limestone beds are dark gray to bluish gray and some
what arenaceous. Individual beds rarely ezeed two feet 
in thickness. The fossiliferous beds are characterized by

. - - ; - : : r-C V l'-v : UV. : :■■■ -■■-■■■-
concretionary outlines. . Most of the limestone beds, drop 
out in the southern part of section:11 (see Geologic Map), 
southwest of the Helmet Peak. One of the beds, near the
southeastern corner, of the Section carries mactroid .

. lamellibranchs. These, are Upper Cretaceous fossils oharao- 
teristic of the Colorado and Montana ssrouns. Maotra beds

t  v ; v  L: V L ' ^  • *•' : T . % r .  — w— m—  ...  . ■ -

were also reported by W. H. Brown*1"' * ̂  ^ ..... .
the Tucson Mountains.' ' : r: ;

J  ■ ■ . . : ‘ ■ - :

in the Amole Arkose of

Correlation of the Cretaceous Series
The present knowledge of the Upper Cretaceous rooks

1% Brown,.W . H ; , o p . * G i t ; ,'p .'719.
% . V-1:.
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of southeastern Arizona does not justify any precise cor
relation . A  great thickness of this series, about 30,000 
feet is -known in the Empire Mountains. Wilson! reported 
the presence of Fort Pierre, fauna in this section. Feiss2 
reported a series of red shales, fine-grained sandstone, 
shaly limestone, and conglomerates in the Hiltano Mine, 
which Brown® believes to correspond to the section in the 
Tucson Mountains.

The Cretaceous of the Helmet Peak area is closely 
related to the Cretaceous of the Tucson Mountains. The 
writer visited the Tucson Mountains1 section and a strik
ing similarity in the lithology of the Cretaceous section 
of the areas was noted. It may be safe to conclude that 
three units of the Cretaceous in the Helmet Peak area 
correspond to the three units established by Brown in the 
Tucson Mountains. This conclusion is justified by the 
proximity of the area to the Tucson Mountains, the presence

T. Wilson, R. A . , Thrust Faulting in Empire fountain's, 
Jour. Geol., Vol. 43, (1934), p. 429.

2. Feiss, J. A., Geol. and Ore Deposits of the Hiltano 
Camp, Ariz., Univ. of Ariz. rLibrary, Unpublished 
Manuscript, (1929). 3

3. Brown, W. H . , Tucson Mountains, An Arizona Basin *
Range Type, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 50, (1939), 
p. 720.
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of maotroid :laroellibranohs in both areas, and the 
similarity of the red beds in both sections. The maotroid 
lamellibranchs and fossil plants found in the Tucson 
Mountains place this series in the Upper Cretaceous•
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, . GEOLOGIC HISTORY
The Archeozoic Pinal schist is the oldest known rock

■: : ' ' . . . . . . .  ' :  V . :  ■ v-'.yj ,  f , - :  j  V  j  c  : „ ' i • ,  \  ■

.. in southeastern Arizona. It is not exposed in the Helmet 
Peak area but crops out in the Santa Catalina mountains-̂uuxnv.- ..V' c c  U--:: r-rc : c.-C ::C : .
northeast of Tucson and in the Picacho de Calera hills
.. ’-.J .V. ,

northwest of Tucson.
The earliest Paleozoic event recorded in southeastern

Cambrian peneplain. The Bolsa quartzite seems to have
been, formed under near-shore conditions at the start of 
deposition followed by a change to a deeper sea condition. 
This, is shown by the somewhat gradual change from a oon- 
,glomeratic base of the formation to finer, almost shaly 
beds on-top. . The sea continued to cover the area and de
posited a series of impure limestone. In some districts, 
the Pima sandstone and the Cochise formation were de-

.-'. r r ;  , .; - -  : ' ; xvv, . x c  ■--•'X- . r vx1 n.v-'
posited, but these formations were not recognized in the
Helmet Peak area. These were followed by the deposition

i x x r - c x  : 1 .  x  j . :  ' .  - r e v . , : :  v c ; .  x  i . . : x

of the Abrigo formation. The uppermost Cambrian formations
'■v-X X.. xlxv;:- ,-;r -v v:' C  X... iJ:.- ... V X  X 1 l x

known in other, ranges (Rincon limestone in the "Whetstone..l::,lx.x:x x:xxxw.i‘;x, xx- x ;:x xx xl^x \X‘X x/-; 1 x x / xlx
mountains, the Copper Queen limestone in Bisbee and Pep-

of southeastern Arizona were not recognized in the area.v''-xx:.. -xx X „xX:vx.- XX ■: x  x . x  x .. x-x, : xxx-*ll:xx -:i
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At the close of, Cambrian time, the , sea withdrew i«ad,-a 
great break in the .geologic history of southeastera Arizona ■ 
took:place. Except for the Ordovician of Cliftoa-Morenei 
and Dos Cabezas districts, no Ordovician and Silurian 
deposits ,are known in the entire region. During this time 
southeastern Arizona was a land area and stood little 
above sea level. , . ■ . t, • • . *  ■ * ■ ' • -.•••• ..•
r,-.r. The. sea,again..encaroached on ,southeastern Arizona 

during the UpperrDevonian and deposited the Martin limestone. 
The,Helmet Peak area received about 250 feet of this lime
stone. In the Catalina mountains to the north the Lower 
Ouray limestone was deposited above the Martin limestone.
This formation, however, is absent in the area but no time 
lapse is evident between t h e , Martin limestone and the 
succeeding Lower Mississippian limestone.

At the beginning of Lower Mississippian time, a deeper 
sea bringing with it a Kinderhookian fauna developed in 
southeastern Arizona. A  pure, thick-bedded, massive lime
stone was .laid down. : i :  ̂ ;

The Upper Mississippian time represents a break in the 
geologic history of most of southeastern Arizona except in 
Chirioahua mountains, near the southeastern boundary of the

During the Lower Pennsylvamian,. a sea encroached upon 
southeastern Arizona and deposited a series of thin-bedded



to massive limestones and thin-bedded shales. The lower 
Pennsylvaniem deposits in the Bisbee area consist mostly 
of limestone without any shaly beds. The limestones carry 
abundant specimens of Fusulina.
, The upper Pennsylvemian is unknown throughout south
eastern Arizona.

, The Lower Permian sea invaded southeastern Arizona 
depositing a series of oozes, marly beds and gypsum.
This was followed by the deposition of quartzites and bluish 
gray limestone beds. Near the close of the Permian 
fossiliferous beds of limestone, known as the Snyder Hill 
formation were laid down.

After the deposition of the Snyder Hill formation, 
the sea withdrew and the whole of southeastern Arizona,
probably, remained a land area until Cretaceous time.
No Jurassic and Triassic deposits are known in the 
Helmet Peak area and in most of southeastern Arizona.
In late Cretaceous time volcanic activities took place.
Some evidence of submarine igneous activities is shown by 
the presence of partly water-laid tuffs in the Tucson 
Mountains and other areas. Andesite, rhyolite, dacite 
and latite flows were recognized in the Helmet Peak 
area. The volcanic activity was interrupted from time to 
time by deposition of arkoses, sandstone and conglomerates. 
A series of red shales, arkoses, sandstones and conglo
merates were then deposited with very minor volcanic



activity. Before the close of the Cretaceous a thick series 
of arkosic rooks and some beds of limestones were deposited 
above the Bed Beds.. „ j. : -
■ : At the close of Cretaceous time, diastropio move-
ments took place accompanied by extensive folding, thrust 
faulting and igneous activity. Paleozoic strata were thrust 
over the Cretaceous, and possibly some older Cretaceous 
rooks were thrust over younger Cretaceous. This was 
followed by normal faulting. During the Early Tertiary 
(?) a large granite stock was intruded-in the area ac
companied by dikes and possibly by smaller intrusions.
The ore deposits in the Helmet Peak area were probably 
formed during this time. a ; : . .

During the Late Tertiary (?) another period of 
Igneous activity took place in several areas of southeastern 
Arizona including the Helmet Peak area. u

After these activities, erosion was the dominant 
process to the present ; - - :
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: * IGNEOUS ROCKS ' : 1
Biotlte Granite ' ' - r J ,

. The Sierrita mountains consist essentially of an 
intrusive granite core, whioh extends' to the Helmet Peak 
area• The granite is flanked by a series of intensely 
metamorphosed sediments on the west and by slightly meta
morphosed Paleozoic and Cretaceous rocks on the east#

On the western slope of the Sierrita mounthlh",
Higdon1 described the granite as intrusive into the sedi
mentary series. He mentions off-shoots of dioritic rooks 
in the limestone beds, presumably from the main granite 
mass. The limestone shows contact metamorphie minerals } 
with ”streaks of tremolite in radial fibrous aggregate 
associated with galena” . Higdon described the granite as 
a soda granite With abundant microperthite, 15 percent 
quartz and the conspicuous absence of ferromagnesiah minerals, 
except for sericite, which he thought was alteration of 
biotlte. : '

In the Helmet Peak area, the granite is apparently 
intrusive into the Paleozoic and Cretaceous rooks. Evi
dence of intrusion into the Paleozoic sediments -is present
___________ __■ _ ..- _..... ....• J ................................................. •-.........................j ______________________ 2___1- ^ —______________

1. Higdon, C. E . , Geol. and Ore Deposits of the Sunshine 
Area, Pima County, Arizona, Univ. of Arizona library, 
Master*s Thesis, 1933.
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at; the Mineral Hill sub-area where a tbngiie of granite 
is in 'dontaot with the Bolsa quartzite and the Naco 
formation.' Section E - E 1 shows the Bolsa quartzite 
dipping steeply into the granite, mils part precludes
the possibility of a normal sedimentary contact between 
the granite and the Bolsa quartzite, but rather suggests 
aniintrusive contact. The intrusive metamorphism in the 
limestone and the apparent tilting of some of the beds 
of the Bolsa1quartzite lend" weight to the intrusive
character of the granite. Eokel^ mentioned that the granite 
was encountered at 600 feet by the mine workings in the

:Mineral Hill sub-area. Ransom®1 2 also mentioned' this
fact and added the possibility that the granite is a sill.
A sill would mean the presence of sedimentary rooks below 
the granite. Eckel, however, believes that the eoaree tex- 
ture of the granite, the intensity of metamorphism of 
the sedimentaryCrocks and the large ore deposits associated 
with the ihtrusibn are indicative of- a dargeraintrusion 
rather than a sill. "He implies that the granite encountered 
by the mine workings underground is the top of the stock 
itself and that the presence of sedimentary rocks below

1. E c k e l , E . B . , o p . c i t . , ; p . :15, 1930.
2. ^Ransoms, F.,L.^-Ore Deposits of:Sierrita Mountains,

Arlz., Contributions to Economic Geology, U. S. Geol. 
::Survey Bull. 725,:p. 421, 1921. v.- v



the present workings is improbable. He added, however,
that the question can only be settled by further exploration

Unlike Ransome and Eckel, the writer was unable to 
visit the mine workings due to the presence of water and 
uncertain conditions underground. The writer can not,
therefore, express his opinion as to the nature of the

v vV;: _  . •' -3 : v . r  vr; r : l " i...:', -
intrusive rock underground. He believes, however , that the 
main granite stock in this area is very close to the 
surface. The high intensity of contact metamorphism, as 
shown by the presence of high temperature minerals 
(garnet, molybdenite, magnetite, etc.) and the proximity 
of surface outcrops of the main granite stock to the area.

- • v
support this view.

;.:v
The mining men of the district informed the writer

' • ' ' • O '  - N -  ■ - - - U  - ' : ■ ■

that the igneous rooks underground are interfingered with 
the limestone. This relation was not verified, but the 
presence of granitic and dioritic rocks on the dumps of 
some of the shafts indicates that granite was encountered.

In the San Xavier sub-area, the evidence for the in
trusive nature of the granite is not conclusive. Intensive
contact metamorphism of the limestone beds may well be due 
to the intrusion of the granite. A dike-like body along 
a fault on the northern side of a hill, east of the Twin 
Buttes road (see HE quadrant, Section 3), can be traced 
within a short distance to the main granite body and may
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eonneot with it. It' separates a block of EsoaTarbsa lime
stone from the rest of the limestone.

South of the San Xavier hills, a small body of granitic 
rook is exposed within the arkose formation (See bound
ary between Sections 10 and 11) and is apparently a 
part of the main stock. Some * shafts within the White 
Arkose formation (Section 10) have encountered the granite 
within a few hundred feet from the surface, as shown by 
the presence of granitic rocks oh the dumps.

4 e  extensive mineralisation and the high degree of 
wall-rock alteration of the volcanic rocks in the south- 
eastern part of the area are probably due to the granitic 
intrusion. The contact of the granite and the volcanic rocks, 
as shown by underground workings, at the Paymaster property, 
dips to the east. This granite was encountered by a shaft 
At about 300 feet from the surface. West of the Paymaster 
property, the contact of the granite with the breoelated * 
andesite is not clear. It is interesting to note, how
ever, that aplite dikes and pegmatitic dikes are abundant 
near the contact of the granite and the breccia. In .
general, this type of dikes seems to be near the contact 
of an intrusive and the intruded rock.

The possibility of the presence of emother type of 
granite•(Pre-flAmbrian?) within the area has not been 
overlooked. Numerous'differences in color, texture, and
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composition of the granite have been observed, but the 
different types sure gradational within the same mass and 
no separate type of granite was observed.

The granite is a coarse-grained, holocrystalline 
rook with abundant potash feldspars, albite, quartz and 
biotite as essential minerals. Some specimens show the 
marked predominance of potash feldspars and only sub
ordinate sodic feldspars; others show more abundant sodic 
feldspars, sometimes exceeding thepotash feldspars." The 
latter is almost on the boundary between quartz-monzohlte 
and granite. Similar facies of differention within the ; 
granite had been reported by Ran some on the eastern slope 
of the Sierrita mountains, near Magee*s Ranch. He 
described one specimen as chiefly alkali feldspars and 
quartz with subordinate plagioclase and little biotite. 
Another specimen he examined from the same general locality 
showed more abundant plagioclase than the first specimen.

Biotite is the predominant ferro-magnesian mineral 
in all of the samples examined by Ransome, Eckel, Park 
and the writer. On the other side of the Sierrita moun- 
tains, Higdon observed the conspicuous absence of ferro- 
magnesian minerals in the granite, but he suggested the 
possibility of the serioite in the rook as alteration of

biotite.
Detailed laboratory examination of a typical speci

men taken from the northeast quadrant of Section 10 showed
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the followingi
Megaacopio: The rock is greenish-white
to pinkisE-white in color. Large cry
stals of feldspar and quartz, are . .sur
rounded' by the-groundmass. The ferro- 
magnesian-mineral is mostly biotite, 
but it has apparently undergone'some 
alteration. Magnetite and-hematite, 
are visible. . ' V -  - " .

Microscopic:
Essential Minerals:

, Per Cent
Quartz = 1 5
Orthoolase L- r* go 
Microperthite = 20
Albite (AbogAnA) = 5 0  
Biotite . * 1 0

A^jessory Minerals:
Magnetite = 1#
Zircon = 1%
Apatite = -1%

" " ’
Alteration Minerals:

Sericite. hematite and chlorite.
In thin-s'ection, euhedral to anhedral grains of quartz, .. 
feldspar, and biotite predominate., The,feldspars have 
undergone sericitization, either partially. .. or completely. 
Biotite has undergone partial chloritization., .Some ~ 
pleochroic halos, probably surrounding inclusions, of 
zircon, are included in biotite.. Magnetite and apatite,, 
occur as small grains scattered through the section.

„ ■ . v : , 7 V .  T . .  u ,  -  . r  - . .  , . . . v

Size
0.5 to 10 mm.
0.5 to 10 nun.
0.5 to 8 mm.
0.5 to 10 mm.
0.05 to 10 mm.V? f, • r

-'C 0.. "

i  o h -
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Crranodiorite
The rock is in contact with the granite and a block

of limestone on the northern spur of the Espabrosa lime
stone hill, west^of the Twin Buttes road.

: : . L .

Megascopic:.. It is a dark-green to dark-gray rock 
with abundant quartz, plagioclase, orthdclase, r; 
biotlte and subordinate epidote, serioite, and 
apatite.

Microscopic:-
Essential Minerals:

Per Cent
- - .

K l a s e  - tl
Aadeslae ( A b ^ )  = |0

Size
,0.05 to.0.8 
0.1 to 0.3 
0.1 to.0.5 
0.01 to 0.1

Accessory Minerals: '
Apatite -
Epidote =

r.;u

i 1 - 1
Alteration Minerals:

Limonite, serioite, and chlorite (?).
A  considerable proportion of the area of the section con
sists of small irregular areas of quartz; much of the 
quartz was probably introduced by silicification. Some 
places in the section seem to suggest that the small 
grains which have been broken by later dynamic movement. 
The presence of this rook within a fault zone would prob
ably support this suggestion. The biotite in the rook 
appears to be either a regenerated or introduced mineral
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which occupies the interstitial spaces between the 
earlier mineral grains. Some sericite are apparently 
pseudombrphic after biotite, although most of it 
is a product of the alteration of the feldspars.. 
Direct alteration of the biotite to limonite is also 
present.
‘ In general, the rook has suffered much meta- 
morphism, but its original character was not com-
:' : '■ :r ; :..hv. '=-::r:ic v . ; y  :.V: L : y y j  1 '  -- y : o -
pletely lost.
- ' } :. / ■ " . ■; / > f/'-X'-  ̂ • : C- '.x.; r:. r,-: r. ̂ O txc

Although microscopic and field evidence do not
show the definite relation of the granodiorite to the

■ ■' . ' x : :  V :: x y s x : - . ; :  x r o u v ^ " :  v c : : ■' i. : v : ' : .
granite, it seems a reasonable assumption that it is 
a slightly basic differentiate of the granite itself.

‘ '
* t .

■ X’
■ x X M . V  -X x'
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DIKE ROCKS ' ' . - • ■ • . ' , - •
Gener61 Statement

Several dikes which are genetically related to 
the main intrusive granite occur in the area. Due to 
their small sizes, some were purposely omitted from 
the geologic map. " ' : - - : r” . • - ; : :

The dikes Tange from the acid type, the aplites 
and pegmatites, to thevery basic variety, the lampro
phyres. They vary in width from five to ten feet. Other 
dikes not exposed at the surface were reported to have 
been encountered by underground workings.

Aplite and Pegmatite Dikes
Aplite and pegmatite dikes occur mostly within the 

granite, near the contact with the ‘intruded rocks. 
Analysis of a typical sample shows that the rook has 
50 percent quartz and about 50 percent feldspar 
(microoline and orthoolase). A very little biotite 
is the only dark mineral.

The pegmatitic dikes in the Mineral Hill and 
west of the Paymaster group show graphic texture.

Lamprophyre Dikes
The lamprophyre dikes in the area occur as basic 

differentiate of the granite. A dike of this type, 
which is composed essentially of biotite and hornblende
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(minette},,occurs in the Mineral Hill.sub-area.

Diorite Dikes • t r , - ■ r

Porphyritio diorite-dikes were enoountered hy mine 
•workings underground as sdown by the presence of diorite 
on the mine dumps. Old mine reports mention tlie presence
of such dikes underground. Small outcrops are also present 
within the Mineral Hill suh-area. "

The rook is oomposed of hornbleiidey biotite/ a 
little q u a r t z / ^  ^

V-;.;

• 1.

: r: i." -

': ; r • ‘ ; • '  - r

" y: v

J.

v.
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VOLCANIC ROCKS
Red Basalts , ,-..  . ~ ... - i r f: v-

Red basalts crop.out- in the southern part of 
the area. Three main exposure's, separated from each 
other by alluvium, were mapped; but they are apparently 
parts.of a single flow connected under the thin alluvium 
cover.

The rook is composed of large phenocrysts of 
plagioela.se feldspars (labradorite) in a red ̂ glassy 
groundmass. The feldspars range in size from one-eighth 
of an inch to one inch. Gas cavities are very common 
indicating sub-aereal extrusion of the rook2 Some of 
the gas cavities are either filled or part!ally filled * 
with calcite . thus forming an an^rgdaibidal texture. - 

Field evidence seems to"indicate tkat the rooks 
were extruded along a northeasterly extension of the 
fault fractures, which are mineralized in the vicinity
of ; the Alpha group property. It is also interesting to 
note that the alignment of the three outcrops mapped is 
approximately parallel to the general trend of-the fis
sures in the area. ' - - - : - - -

The age of this formation is Post-Laramide (Late 
Tertiary:?)* Its extrusion along fractures in the Late

Cretaceous arkose substantiates this contention. It may 
be as late as Quaternary of Recent. - *
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Andesite Dikes .
, In the southern part of the area, a series of andesite 

dikes are intruded into the.Cretaceous arkose. The dikes 
are ten to fifteen feet wide and vary from one„hundred to
seven hundred feet in length. . . % ,,
..... Petrographic examination of one sample showed the
following: -

Megascopic: The rook is light brown with a porphyr-
itio texture. Large phenoorysts of feldspar and 
dark brown ferromagnesian minerals are visible in a 
light, grayish-brown groundmass..

Microscopic: The feldspar of the phenoorysts is fresh 
and shows very, little alteration. Albite twinning 
and combined Carlsbad-Albite twinning are charac
teristic of the feldspar. Determination of the com
position by extinction angles of faces normal to 010 
showed that the feldspar is andeslne (AbL.An^.)• 
Zoning is apparent in some feldspar crystals.

The groundmass .consists: of very minute crystals 
of andeslne and;a light brown glassy material. The 
size of the phenoorysts ranges from 0;5 mm; to 15 
mm. maximum diameter. .. ; V  , .

Undifferentiated Basalts  ̂.
A .series of basaltic rooks occurs in the south

eastern part of the area in sections 15 and 16. There 
are at least three types of basalt in the series, but 
due to the similarity of their field occurrence and 
composition, those;rocks were mapped as a single unit.
They differ from each other only in the color of their 
groundmass, which depends upon the amount of iron oxide.
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Because of the inadequate field evidence, it is im
possible to determine whether the basalts are intrusive 
or e x t r u s i v e T h e  longer dimension of the outcrop is roughly 
aligned with the major structure in the vicinity.

Examination of the maroon-brown variety of basalt 
showed the following:

Megascopic: The rook has euhedral feldspar
pnenocrysts oh a very fine, maroon-brown -
groundmass. The feldspars are pinkish white- 
to'brownish in color. •
Microscopic: Thin-section examination of the
rock showed a very fine groundmass, which 
consists of minute euhedral crystals of feld
spar and a glassy material. The small cry
stals of feldspar in the groundmass show-a 
more or less definite orientation along one 
direotion. The glassy groundless shows a ........
flow structure along a similar direction.
The feldspar phenocrysts are highly altered 
and sericitized. Determination by the ex
tinction angle method of sections normal to 
010 shows that the feldspar is labradorite. .
Other phenocrysts with the outlines of olivine 
are almost completely altered to a brownish- 
pink mineral (iddingsite?). Secondary mag
netite forms as border rims of olivine crystals. 
Limonite, hematite, and secondary carbonates 
are also present in the section. . _ u

Examination of the gray variety of basalt showed 
the following:

Megascopic: Rock has visible white feldspar
phenocrysts in a brownish-gray groundmass. ,
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Microscopic: The phenocrysts are mostly plagioclase
feldspar, hbrhbleridb;, and olivine. Their approxi
mate size and proportion in the section are asa ^  V'fc)3_lowg'; : V  : V ^̂ .,.1':..,:-:,

- ’ Labrador!te (Ab4gAn5 4 ) e 0.05 to 1.0 mm. z
• - : Olivine = O.Olato O.5 mm^ i 10$ ■ ' ' ^
- • Hornblende = 0.01:to 0.5 mm..s 3^ ' •

: The feldspar crystals are sericitized but the 
twining is still distinct in most of them.

, The olivine, crystals show alteration to secondary 
magnetite around the rims. The groundmass consists 
of minute - crystals of feldspar and a glassy material 
which shows a typical flow structure. Secondary 

• carbonates are presenti f: j'ar I :

Green Andesite v l • x if ,
A green andesite has a relatively wide areal - 

distribution.? -The main mass occurs on the northern part 
of section 15 and extends to the southern part of ^ 
section 10. '-Within the same mass the rocklshows variation 
in texture which ranges from a decidedly porphyrltiW 
type to a fine-grained almost non-porphyritic variety. /  

Dike-like bodies of.this rock occur withlnthe:: 
Cretaceous series of the area. Small patches are also 
distributed in many places on the:southern part of‘ the 
area. The nature of these patches is not clear, but they 
seem to represent small-necks or plugs which have reached 
the surface through some weak zones in earlier rocks.
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The main mass has the character of a near-surface
intrusive, which occupies a broad fault zone. /
. . Thin-sections of two ..representative .varieties of the
green andesite.were examined. _ The porphyritio variety 
showed a high degree of hydrothermal alteration. Most
of the phenocrysts are highly sericitized andesine." " ' ' • --v - • • - : .r r i;-
Some grains, however, still show the ghosts of albite
* • ' - - "  - . ■ V-... J j V V : - " : ;; :

twinnings and crystal, outlines. Chlorite is abundant
as the alteration"product, of ferromagnesian minerals. 
The groundmass is. very, finer-grained, and almost glassy 
with small euhedral feldspar laths. Hematite is . 
abundant', probably, as the latest stage of alteration of 
the iron-bearing^ silicates. ;,.. _ ,
, The; finergrainsd variety,is similar in composition
to the porphyritio variety. The thin-seotion shows 
minute crystals of euhedral andesine,feldspars and the
^abundance of . chlorite. . .. .. . ^

Since the rook -intrudes the upper members of the
v  v.

.Cretaceous., series in the area, its age is very late 
Cretaceous or post-Cretaceous. Mineralization within 
the formation is rather extensive and the writer believes
that it is related to the Laramide granite intrusion.LIU I'-'.:..
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Qray Andesite
At the Paymaster- property, on the:southwestern part 

of the area, a gray:variety of andesite is.In contact 
with the andesitic-breccia (see page .70) and! the Mill, l: 
andesite. The nature;of its occurrence is not clear, 
but the absence.of flow structure and other criteria 
for sub-aerealvdeposition indicates: that:;the rook is a 
shallow-depth intrusive. : ; . :. u: :r;; :: . :;
: ‘ The: rock has a porphyritic texture:with: feldspar
phenocrysts.from one torfour millimeters in .diameter.■ X - 
Microscopic examination shows-the presence of red iron 
oxide;.and a: very high degreelof hydrothermal alteration. 
Most of the;feldspars?were r completely altered to-sericite 
and kaolin,; but the original crystallographic outline:; 
and albite twinning are still visible in some grains, 
large crystals of red hematite, pseudomorphic .after horn
blende , . are abundant in the seotion.-;:Their-size ranges 
from: 0.02 to 0.5 millimeter. Thegray-colored groundmass 
consists of very - fine-grained . crystals .of feldspar;, and 
quartz.■ The;; quartz was probably introduced: into;the rook 
during plater ntotamorphism.
v..,..;v.;Thev,rook^as a whole, is greatly altered and-has un

dergone ya large:amount=of shearing and brecciation. Parts 
of the Paymaster yeinsare mineralizations along fractures 
within thiszformation. ::  ̂ r:  ̂ : v: : :' v ^ -



Miil Andesite ’ ' *
A dark bluish-gray type of andesite occurs in con

tact with the Gray andesite and the andesitic breccia 
within the Paymaster group. The nature of its occurrence 
is very similar to the gray andesite. •

The name Mill andesite is suggested by the writer 
for this formation, because of the presence of the old 
mill which was operated by the Olberg Exploration Co. of 
California in 1940, within the area of the formation.

The rock is porphyritic in texture with visible felds
par phenocrysts. A blue mineral is present in the rook, 
but it is difficult to identify without the aid of a 
petrographic microscope. The groundmass is dark-brown to 
dark-gray with shades of green. Hematite and magnetite 
are visible megascopieally.

In thin-seotion, the rock shows a very intensive 
degree of hydrothermal alteration. The feldspars, which 
constitute about 80 percent of the rook, are the most 
predominant phenocrysts. They are almost completely 
serioitized and kaolinized. Serpentine constitutes about 
30 percent of the section and is probably an alteration 
product of the ferromagnesian minerals. Secondary mag
netite and hematite are also abundant as alteration products 
of iron-bearing silicates. Secondary carbonates are 
present in the section, some of which suggest pseudomorph

-55-
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ism after a mineral which looks very much like an olivine. 
The groundmass is fine-grained, but not glassy in texture. 
With the aid of a high power objective, the groundmass 
appears to be composed essentially of quartz and feld
spar. The quartz was evidently introduced into the 
rock by hydrothermal solutions. No phenoorysts of 
quartz were observed.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

General Statement
In order to present a comprehensive picture of the 

structures in the area, a brief description of the regional 
structure of the surrounding districts will be given with 
a view of determining the relation of the broad features 
of the region to the local structures. This description 
will be followed by a general discussion of the structures 
in the Helmet Peak area, such as folding, thrust faulting 
and steep-angle faulting, comparing these features with 
those of the surrounding region whenever possible. The 
area will then be divided into four sub-areas and a 
detailed description of each of the sub-areas will be 
discussed. Structural features which have definite re
lation to the ore deposits will be emphasized.

Due to the lack of good surface exposures in some 
places in the area, it is rarely possible to obtain all 
the desired data upon which conclusive interpretation can 
be based. In this discussion, therefore, the writer will

try to differentiate the observed facts from postulations 
which are based either upon inconclusive evidence or plain
hypothesis.
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Regional Structure _
From the close of the Cretaceous to the early Ter

tiary, a great period of folding and faulting followed 
hy igneous intrusion took place in southeastern Arizona. 
Thrusting of Paleozoic strata over younger beds has 
been described in several areas.

The present ranges of southeastern Arizona are gener
ally regarded as a part of the great Basin and Range 
province which consists essentially of fault blocks, 
most of which were tilted. A very interesting discussion 
of the Basin and Range type of structures in the Tucson 
Mountains, only twenty miles north of the helmet Peak 
area, has been given by Dr. ¥/. ti. Brown!. tie described 
the three distinct structural periods as follows:

1. The older rocks forming a pre-Laramide 
block of folded, thrust-faulted and: intruded 
sedimentary and volcanic rocks which were eroded 
to a surface approaching a peneplain.

2. This block was then'buried beneath a thick
series of Tertiary voloanio rpeks which were tilted 
more or less uniformly toward the east, in
tensely faulted by at least two groups of normal 
faults and eroded to a rugged surface.

I 3. The resulting surface was then covered by a 
series of basaltic flows mostly flat lying - 1

1. Brown, 17. E . , op. , cit., p. 748-757 ~  /
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but locally disturbed.
Brown has shown the presence of thrust faulting in 

the Tucson Mountains followed by steep-angle faulting 
and tilting of blocks forming the present structures of 
the mountains., .. ; '

Workers in the Santa Rita and the Empire Mountains 
have recognized thrust faulting in those areas. Evi
dence shows that thrusting is generally earlier than 
the main intrusive bodies and are usually followed by 
steep-angle, faults, Schrader^. postulated the over
thrust structure in the Santa Rita mountains and this 
was later verified by Thomas^ in the Rosemont area 
(Santa Rita Mountains).

WilsonS, who studied the structures of the Empire 
Mountains, postulated an overthrust in the Empire 
mountains. .Gillingham4 observed that the Permian 
Snyder Hill-limestone is thrusts* upon the Cretaceous, 
with the thrust plane dipping gently to the east and 
the strike about north-south. x

1. Schrader, iF.C., Mineral Deposits of the Santa Rita 
and Patagonia Mountains, Arizona, U.S. Geol. Survey 
Bull. 582, 1915.

2. Thomas, W. L., Geol. and Ore Deposits of the Rose- 
; mont Area, Pima County, Arizona, Unpublished Manu

script, Univ. of Arizona, 1931.
3. Wilson j Hi A . , Thrust Faulting in the Empire Moun

tains of Southeastern Arizona. .. Journal of Geology, 
Vol. 42, p. 422-429, 1934.

4. Gillingham, T., Geol. of the California Mine Area, 
Empire Mountains, Master1s Thesis, Univ. of Ariz., 
1936.



Galbraith^, in an abstract published by the ,
Geological Society of America, summarized the general
structure of the Snplre Mountains as follows:

"The Empire Mountains are believed to be charac
terized by an overthrust of considerable magnitude. 
The range is separated into two structural units, 
"the basement block, consisting of Upper Cretaceous 
sandstones and shales, folded into broad antic
lines and synclines with east-west axes; and the 
overthrust block, made up of 5000-6000 feet of 
Paleozoic rocks dipping about 45 degrees to the 
eastward and unconformably overlain by Upper Cre
taceous shales with a similar attitude."

Galbraith concluded that: "The Empire Mountains '
appear to be an admirable example of a typical Basin and
Range which has been formed by overthrusting rather
than tilting along a high-angle fault. Large scale
overthrusting is known to exist in several neighboring
ranges, and recent studies tend to accentuate rather
than minimize the importance of the thrust faulting*.

From the foregoing discussion of the structures
in the Tucson Mountains, Santa Rita Mountains, and
the Empire Mountains, it is quite evident that thrust
faulting is a major structural feature of the region
surrounding the Helmet Peak area.

Folding of sedimentary rocks was recognized in
the Escabrosa limestone of the San Xavier sub-area. '
Although only few strikes and dips are obtainable in

—60—

Ti Galbraith, F. W . , Empire Mountains, Southeastern 
Arizona. Abstract, Bull., Geol. Soc. of America, 
Vbl. 51, p. 1987, 1941.
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the Cretaceous strata, their variation suggests that 
the Cretaceous beds were folded.

In general, there are two systems^of fracturing 
in the area: (a) horthwest-southl^tj system (b) 
northeast-southwest system. The northeast trend
ing fracture system is of greater economic importance, 
although some of the northwest trending fractures are also 
ore-bearing. .

The presence of a wide zone of brecciated rocks with 
low-angle or horizontal fault planes associated with 
them suggests thrust-faulting in the area. The breccia 
zone covers about 2^ square miles in the southeastern part 
of the area. This zone probably represents the thrust 
fault zone from which the overlying plate has been
largely removed by erosion.

Blocks of Paleozoic quartzite and limestone, 
apparently resting on the Cretaceous strata, are also 
possible evidence of thrusting. . r

' .

LOCiUL STRUCTURES ' - . , ^ ^
General Statement

To present a systematic discussion of the struc
tures, the area will be divided into four sub-areas; as 
follows: ■ : : ; r.:..: :-..;.,... ;- ,..-

1. Mineral Hill sub-area ' :



. 2 . San Xavier sub-area  ̂ : 5 :
: : 3. Helmet Peak sub-area ■ '

4. Olive- Camp sub-area (inciudes the entire Jf 
area south of the Sem Xavier sub-area' ex- - r- 

.. tending to the southern limit of* the area).

MINERAL HILL SUB-AKEA - c  '/"--" :-T
Features : : . .

The sedimentary rocks in the Mineral Hill sub- : ' 
area form a monoclinal structure with an average strike 
of N 60° W  and dip 50 degrees to the southwest. Varia
tions in the attitude of the rooks, both horizontal and 
vertical, were observed but they are of local nature^ 
Faulting and intrusion of igneous rooks have changed the 
local dips of the beds from 50 degrees to almost 
vertical, but no marked change in the strike was observed.

An east-west section across the sub-area (Section 
E-Ef plate II) shows older beds resting bn younger 
beds. This feature suggests an overturned fold.

The principal structure in the sub-area is a fault 
of considerable magnitude which brings the Pennsylvanian 
Naoo formation in contact with the Cambrian Bolsa quartzite 
and Abrigo formation. Due to the extensive mineraliza- • 
tion along this fault, it will be referred to as the
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Mineral fault. It was traced from the arroyo near the 
plumed Knight shafts (northeast corner of Section 2) 
and west-northwestward to the saddle between the two hills 
just north of the Mineral Hill Consolidated shaft; from this 
saddle the fault trends in a westerly direction until it 
is out off by the granite intrusive bn the western slope 
of the hill near the road. It is a normal fault with 
the south side, (Pennsylvanian Naco formation), relatively 
dropped down against the north side (Cambrian Bolsa quart
zite and Abrigo limestone). The average dip of the fault 
is 55 degrees.  ̂ v

Three cross-faults of lesser magnitude were mapped 
on the north side of the Mineral fault striking about 
N 45° E to N 50° E with an approximately vertical dip. 
Displacements along these faults vary from a few feet to 
about one hundred feet vertically. Drag folding close to 
the fault zone is apparent, indicating horizontal movement.

The contact of the Escabrosa limestoiie and the Naeo 
formation in the western part of the sub-area is a fault 
contact striking about H  40° E with a vertical dip. 
Mineralized fractures striking about N 40° E are present 
within the Abrigo formation. Other mineralized fractures 
were mapped bn the western slope of the westernmost hill 
in the sub-area, striking about north-northwest to north
west. Some north-south fractures control most of the 
mineralization within the limestone outside the
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contact zone. These are poorly exposed on the sur
face but are clearly outlined underground.

Interpretations:
The presence of older on younger beds suggests 

that the entire sub-area is the lower limb of an over
turned fold,, the axis of which dips to the southwest; 
the upper limb having been eroded or obliterated by 
the intrusiveastook. Figure 1 shows the general rela
tions. ' X -' V

Another possible explanation is that a monoolinal 
block dipping to the northeast was tilted to its 
present southwest dip by the intrusion of the stock.

The first interpretation seem the more logical.
Northwest of the Mineral Hill sub-area, a 

group of Paleozoic limestone blocks are apparently 
resting on the granite. The exact nature of these 
blocks la not clear, but some contact metamorphism 
in the limestone suggests that the granite is in- • 
trusive into the limestones. The blocks appear to be 
erosional remnants of much larger bodies of sedimen
tary rocks possibly thrust over a pre-granite fault 
plane. Probably the thrust plane was considerably 
below the present surface and was occupied by the 
granite intrusion. These limestone blocks are similar 
to the Klippen described by Brown in the Tucson Mountains.
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Diagrammatic Section.Showing Structure In The 
Mineral Hill Sub-area 

. Figure 2,
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Simllar type of blocks of limestones are present 
in the Yulcan property and the same explanation pro
bably holds true.

BEUaEa.' PEAK SUB-AREA
The beds in the Helmet Peak have an approximately 

vertical dip and strike about N 20 W. Granulations 
or tiny folds were observed along the strike.

Helmet Peak is bounded on both sides by steep 
angle faults that strike approximately parallel to 
the beds. These faults bring the Permian Snyder Hill 
limestone in contact with Cretaceous beds on both sides 
of the peak. On the western slope, the fault strikes 
N 15° W and dips about 85 degrees to the southwest.
The fault on the eastern slope strikes about N 25° W  
and dips 70 degrees to the northeast.

Blocks of Snyder Hill limestone surrounded by the 
Cretaceous strata are present southeast of the Helmet 
Peak. Two of the blocks are flanked by conglomerate 
beds suggesting sedimentary contact.

Interpretation,
Two interpretations of the structure in the Helmet 

Peak are suggested from the inconclusive evidence:
1. That the entire Permian limestone block 

is a part of a larger Paleozoic block 
thrust over the Cretaceous strata and
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1.-·t er cut by t t.o s teep angle fau1ts. irilting 

of' t 11e bed.s ac,}omnanied t .a e sts~p- -angre fanl t-

ing . 

z. That t he Permi an limestone block was elev '.l ted 

between the t,· o faults forming a nhorst-typ en 

of struct ure. 

Th ·. s rn.all blocks · of lim )stone southeas·t of the 

H'elmet r eak a r e si.Jil 1.r to t h e bloc.ks of li 3Stone wh ich 

Brov1.:..,.I. des cribed in t " e Tucson <ountains. One ~ os~·d bili ty 

su&·-- e~u0d b :, 'f.\rown i .tc - e1q,l a ining t hese blocks i s t :.1at 

' t he lirriestone blocks are rennants of a gr eat sheet v.i-hich 

ha s be ~.n . r actically. entire ly r~ .. i·oved by erosion , leaving 

nu. ,.er ous .k lip l" e n on t ne t ~ ... r -st 0
• 

lnasmu.oh a s t hr l s t i J1g is kno .. n1 i n the region t :1is 

expl anation ,.. •serves cons i :J ration. 

The s ed i ment ary roc~ .... s eo.s t of t he ma in road ave a 

general ~ast-west strik e and dip 25 degrees to 45 degrees 

to t,h s outh . The Per:rdan str ... t a rest of the roa d have 

a i r' lar, a trike but slightly s Leeper dip . The I::scabrosa 

li 11,: _ t on s to the west or t he road h s a ·variable d i p and 

s tri~e and a ppar ent ly ... 1as un :'lergone so· ;c:. folding (see 

ssction 1 - A' nl ate II). 

The princioal .::itructure in the sub-area is an east-
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west fault' that brings the Cretaceous strata against 
the Paleozoic beds. The fault outlines the southern foot 
of the hills on both sides of the main road. The fault 
dips about 60 degrees to the south with the Paleozoic 
sedimentary beds on the north side dipping toward the fault 
at 45 degrees. The Permian rocks east of the road are 
faulted against the Cretaceous volcanic series, whereas 
those west of the road are faulted against the white 
arkose. The eastern extension of the fault is buried under 
detrital material, but it apparently separates (structural
ly) the helmet Peak and San Xavier sub-areals. West of 
the road, the fault is offset by a northeast trending 
fault that pushed the western extension slightly southward.

A northeast fault west of the highway brought the. 
Permian Manzano quartzite against the Escabrosa limestone. 
This represents at least 1000 feet vertical displacement. 
The fault strikes about N 80° E and, although the dip is 
not clear, it is probably steep. The eastern extension 
of the fault is buried under alluvium, but it apparently 
is terminated by the same northeast fault that off-set 
the major east-west fault.

The northern contact of the Escabrosa limestone with 
the granite and with the Naco formation, west of the 
road, is apparently a fault contact which has a N 55° W 
strike. The dip is almost vertical.

The contact of the limestone and the granite on



the western side of the hill is a low-angle fault plane 
dipping about 20 degrees to the east. The strike is 
slightly to the northwest. The fault is exposed by an 
incline following the fault plane. The granite rook in 
the vicinity of the contact appears to be badly crushed.

Other fractures in the sub-area were mapped, but 
their dips are difficult to determine. Their strikes 
vary from north-south to east-west, but there is a 
predominance of the N 45°-60o W and N 60o-70° E 
fractures. A brief underground examination of the 
fractures in the mine of the Empire Zinc Company showed 
the predominance of these systems. : U r ,

An interesting, but puzzling, feature in:the sub- 
area is the presence of Cretaceous rocks in a depression 
on the northern slope of the San Xavier,hill.• The rocks 
are Cretaceous sedimentary and fine-grained tuffaoeous 
rhyolite surrounded by the Permian limestone strata.

Interpretation: The Cretaceous rocks were probably laid
down on a deep erosional surface of the Permian lime
stone beds, and have possibly been lowered somewhat along 
a northwest fault.

— 00—
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OLIVE CAMP SUB-AREA
Due to the poor surface outcrops of the Cretaceous 

strata in the sub-area, the definite pattern of folding

could not be completely mapped. That folding is present 
is shown by the variation of the scattered dips arid
strikes obtainable in the sub-area.

The Olive Camp sub-area is traversed by three 
general fracture systems:

1. N 20°-50O E
2 . N 650-85° E
3. N 10o-20° W : :

Systems 1 and 2 are of greater economic importance, 
although some of 3 are mineralized. Breccia rocks 
present in almost every fracture indicate some movement.
The fractures vary from six inches to three feet in 
width. ' ' ' " ' "

The N 20-50° E fractures are predominant in 
sections 16 and 15 of the sub-area, but northward they
join the N 650-85° E system. There are many fractures 
and only those whioh have undergone considerable pros
pecting are shown on the map.

Structural Breccia . :
A wide zone of breccia rooks occurs in the soethera 

part of the Olive•Camp sub-area. The breccia rocks are
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divided into two types: (1) Andesitic breccia (2 )
Quartzitic breccia.

The andesitic type is composed largely of angular 
fragments of light gray to purplish-gray rocks vary
ing from fine materials to two inches in size. In 
places, the formation shows a brecciated:gray andesitic 
rock; in other places, it contains large angular quart- 
zitic fragments cemented by a dark brown ferruginous 
groundmass. r , '' : i ■

The andesitic breccia;is in contact with the 
green andesite, in the northwestern part of section 15.
It extends southwestward to section 16, at the Payr . 
master property.; The.formation is buried under the 
alluvium south! of the Paymaster.property, but isolated 
outcrops were mapped farther south in section.2 1.

The hills at the Alpha group are composed of 
extensively brecciated Cretaceous arkosic quartzite. 
Similar rooks are found farther south in sections 21 and 
22. In section 21, the rocks are badly shattered and num
erous fault planes were: observed, some of which dip rather 
steeply, whereas others are nearly horizontal. Angular 
fragments of volcanic rocks are also associated with the 
quartzite. These fragments, must have been dragged from 
a far source as. similar type of rocks is. unknown in 
the immediate vicinity. -• > .■ -

Brecciated quartzite is also present on a hill in 
section 10 and on another hill at the boundary of
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seetions 10 and 15. On these hills the angular frag
ments of quartzite are cemented by a dark b r o w  ferru
ginous material.

The Breccia Hill in the western part of section 15 
is a jumble of angular fragments of rocks. The angular 
materials vary from very fine fragments to six-inch 
blocks. Most of;them;are arkosic quartzite similar to ; 
those described previously, but some fragments of vol
canic rocks are also present. The hill is traversed 
by fractures which are silicified and mineralized with 
oxides of iron. Slickensides dipping and striking in 
different directions are abundant. The two most pro
minent fault planes in the hill dip slightly to the 
east. The fault plane on the top of the hill is almost 
horizontal and the slickensides show an approximately 
east-west movement.

In the southeastern part of the area, a narrow strip 
of breociated Paleozoic quartzite and limestone is 
flanked on both sides by Cretaceous arkose. In one place 
a narrow strip of Paleozoic rook, only ten feet wide, 
is bounded by the Cretaceous arkose on both sides and 
there seem to be good indications that the arkose extends 
below and under the limestone strip.

In sections 10 and 11, blocks of Manzano quartzite 
rest on the Cretaceous arkose. Like the Paleozoic lime-

-
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stone blocks in the area, these quartzite blocks are 
apparently klippen on the Cretaceous strata.

Interpretation:
The breccia zone of Cretaceous arkose and andesi

tic rocks probably represents the thrust fault zone 
from which the overlying block has been largely removed 
by erosion.



• METAMOHFHISM 
General Statement

Metamorphism in the Helmet Peak area of the contact 
type includes recrystallization of limestones to marble, 
silicification and sillcation of limestones and shales, 
bleaching of quartzites to some extent, and development 
of hornfels. Metamorphism has been caused by pneumato- 
lytic action, presumably of emanations of water or 
water vapor and other gases which carried silica and 
iron from intrusions into the surrounding rocks. Im
pure limestone beds are altered to quartz, silicates and 
residual carbonates.

The purer limestones show extensive marbleization. 
Impure limestone shows more development of complex 
silicates and little marbleization.

Metamorphism of Limestone
In the Mineral Hill property, the impure Abrigo 

and Naco formations show a wide zone of silicates. Abun
dant garnet and epidote with subordinate amphiboles, 
pyroxenes, and wollastonite characterize the metamor- 
phsed areas. Wide zones of shattered rock have been 
altered to nearly solid garnet (andradite). The pre
dominance of this mineral and the almost complete absence 
of amphiboles and pyroxenes indicate a relatively high



temperature of metamofphism and close proximity of the 
main intrusive mass.

Silicates are abundant in the Permian limestones of 
the San Xavier sub-area. Near the No. 6 .shaft of the 
Empire Zinc Company (west of the Twin Buttes Road) a 
dark brown hill composed of garnet takes the place of 
what was once a part of the Manzano limestone. Shear 
zones and fault fractures near this area are marked by 
the presence of garnet and iron oxides. Underground 
workings, below the No. 2 and No. 5 shafts of the 
Empire Zinc Company,1 (east of the Twin Buttes road), 
show abundant hedenbergite associated with galena and 
sphalerite together with a little garnet. •

The pure Escabrosa limestone is marbleized rather 
than silicated. Epidote and other silicates are con
fined to a few open fissures in the limestone.

Metamorphism of Shales
The shales of the Naco formation have been quite 

extensively affected by metamorphism. Hard, tough, 
and dense chert-like rocks (hornfels) have resulted.
The weathered surface of the metamorphosed shales shows 
a brown irregularly pitted surface. Alternating bands 
of grayish-green and white layers characterize some beds 
The metamorphosed shales, as a whole, are vary resistant 
to weathering and erosion; therefore they stand as
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ridges and escarpments in the area. The original 
nature of the metamorphosed shales is revealed by 
the shaly beddings well,preserved in many outcrops. 
There are some porcelain-like siliceous homstones 
which resemble novaculite.

Thin-section examination of some samples showed 
typical mosaic textures. Minerals include biotite, 
muscovite, quartz> hematite, and small amounts of 
garnet and epidote.
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....  MINERALOGY
The following is a list of observed minerals

in the Helmet Peak area:
Copper Minerals - iron Minerals

Sulphides: Jarosite
- :  ̂Bornite . Hematite

Chalcocite Limonite
,, Chaloopyrite Magnetite

Covelllte Marcasite
Tennant lie. Pyrite ..
Tetrahedrite Siderite

Non-Sulphides: Manganese Mineral
Azurite • Pyrolusite
Chalcanthite • ■ ;; ; ’ ' ; -
Chrysooolla ' Molybdenum Mineral
Malachite. : . r ..?.■■■ ,:,v /. v % :..:o

Molybdenite
Zinc Minerals , j . •

dangue and Non-Metaliic Minerals
- Sphalerite . .
Aurichalcite - Albite Microcline
Hemimorphite Andesine: Muscovite
Smithsonite Apatite .Olivine

Aragonite Orthoelase•
Lead Minerals Biotite Quartz

: ; v i . Calotte Tremolite
Galena Chlorite Wollaston!te
Anglesite , . Dolomite Zircon 
Cerussite Epidote Zoisite

- Plumbojarosite , Garaet • ;v o - - t
Gypsum

. Hedenbergite , ; ..v
Hornblende

•. .v-: j..:;v\' - Kaolin ■ 'v:
Labradorite
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Copper Minerals  ̂ ■-
Somite Cu53?eS4 ,55.5$ Cu ;

Hypogene tornite is present in the Helmet 
Peak mine, the Swastika mine, the Olivette, and other 
mines. Somite replaces pyrite and is contemporaneous 
with ohal copy rite in ores of the Helmet Peak and Swas
tika mines. : . /

• Chalcocite CupS, 79.8$ Cu
Chalcooite was recognized in hand specimens and 

in polished sections of the ores from the Mineral Hill 
sub-area. It is definitely a supergene mineral derived 
from the secondary alteration of chalcopyrite along 
gangue boundaries. Veinlets of chalcocite traverse the 
cracks in the sphalerite. Chalcocite:coatings on the 
pyrite crystals were observed in some specimens.

In the Helmet Peak and Swastika mines, chalcocite 
is apparently due to supergene replacement of bomite 
and chalcopyrite. ‘ : v:

Chalcopyrite CuPeSp. 54.5^ Cu -
Chalcopyrite is the principal ore of copper in the 

Mineral Hill sub-area. It is also?the main source of 
copper in the San Xavier and the Olive Camp, although 
it is subordinate to sphalerite and galena.-

Its typical occurrence is either as- mass replace
ment in the limestone or as veinlets in the ealier 
minerals. .

Polished section studies of the ores from the



Mineral Hill and San Xavier mines show that ohalco- 
pyrite occurs as blebs in sphalerite, and definitely 
earlier than galena. It is intimately associated with 
magnetite pseudomorphs as later filling along the ori
ginal hematite plate boundaries and along cracks tra
versing the plates.

In the Helmet Peak mine it occurs as a primary 
mineral contemporaneous with bornite and earlier than 
galena. Chalcopyrite, with bornite, replaces early 
pyrite along fractures.

Covellite CuS,66.5$ Cu
Covellite is rare in the ores of the area and its 

presence was observed only in the polished sections. It 
occurs as supergene veinlets in the chalcopyrite of the 
Mineral Hill sub-area and in the chalcopyrite and bornite 
of the Helmet Peak and Swastika mines.

Tennantite SCupS. 2 (Cu,Fe)S.SAsgSg, 51.5# Cu 
Tennantite is present in the Helmet Peak mine later 

than sphalerite and apparently later or contemporaneous 
with bornite and chalcopyrite.

Tetrahedrite 5CUoS.2(CuFe)S«8Sbj>Sg,&6.B# Cu 
Tetrahedrite is present in the Mineral Hill sub- 

area associated with the other sulphides. It was also 
reported to be present in the Helmet Peak mine.
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Azurita 2CuG03« Cu(OH) g> 55• Vf> Cu 
This azure blue carbonate is present in small 

quantity in the Mineral Hill and San Xavier sub-areas 
associated with malachite. -

Malachite 0uC03» Cu(OH)2 ,55.1% Cu 
Malachite is common throughout the area as an 

oxidation product of the copper sulphides.
Chrysooolla CuSiOg* 2HgO,36.0^ Cu 

Chrysocolla is associated with malachite as oxi
dation product of the copper minerals.

Zinc Minerals

: Sphalerite SnS,67% Zn :
Sphalerite occurs as replacement in limestone and 

as fillings in narrow fissures and breccia zones. It 
is one of the earliest sulphides to be deposited. Micro- 
chemical analysis of the sphalerite from the San Xavier 
show the presence of iron. ; L

A small amount of sphalerite is present in the 
Mineral Hill subr-area. : /

Aurichalclte 8(Zn,0u)C03 «3(Zn^Cu) (OHl^C : ,

Parkl reported the presence of this mineral at the 
San Xavier subarea as a fissure filling in the gametized 
limestone.

n  Park, 0 . F., Jr. op. cit. p. 2 0 . ~  ” *
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Hemlmorphite ;2ZnO• S102,54,2% Zn 
Calamine is present in the oxidized zones of the 

sphalerite-bearing deposits. It is associated with 
smithsonite.

Smithsonite ZnC03 ,52.1% Zn 
Smithsonite is fairly comaon at the San Xavier 

mines within the oxidized zone. It is also present 
in most of the mines in the Olive Camp.

Lead Minerals
Galena PbS,8 6 .6% Pb

Galena is the most important ore of lead in the 
area. Together with sphalerite, galena occurs as meta- 
somatic replacement in the San Xavier mine and as fissure 
fillings in narrow veins of the Olive Camp.

The galena at the Olive Camp sub-area is highly 
argentiferous and thousands of tons have been mined 
for the silver content.

The galena observed in the polished sections 
ores from the San Xavier and the Helmet Peak mines 
shows that it is one of the latest hypogene sulphides.

Anglesite PbSO^,68.3% Pb 
Anglesite is associated with eerussite in the 

oxidized zones of the galena-bearing deposits of the area.
Cerussite PbC03 ,77.5# Pb 

-Cerussite is common in the oxidized zone of the



San Zavier.and Olive Camp orq deposits.
Pltunbo.iaroslte PbO»3Fe20g«4S103*6H 2 0 , 19,7%Pb 

Plumbojarosite occurs with limonite in the material on 
some pf the dumps in.the;area.

Iron Minerals ' ; V  ' •
Jaroslte K??e«(OH)]o ( S O ^ t •

Jarosite is fairly common in the oxidized zones of 
the area. It is associated with limonite, but it can 
be differentiated from the latter by its yellowish 
color, pearly lustre, and micaceous texture.

Limonite Mixture of hydrated iron oxides 
Limonite is a common product of oxidation of the 

iron minerals. It is a widespread and well-known mineral 
in the area. . _ , ' , ; : ....

Hematite FeoOc
Hematite is present.in the Mineral Hill and.San Zavier 

deposits. Examination of polished-sections show that it is 
almost completely replaced by magnetite, although its 
original crystallographic character is preserved. Blebs 
of hematite in the magnetite are observed under the 
polarized light. ; ; r.'

Magnetite: EeO'EeoO^
Two types of magnetite are observed in the Mineral 

Hill-San Xavier area. One type is laminated magnetite 
which inherited the original crystallographic character of 
hematite and the other type is primary magnetite which is
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not pseudomorphous after hematite.
Pyrite ?eS2

Pyrite is the most common.sulphide in the Helmet 
Peak area. It is not only in the fissures but also 
disseminated in the country rooks. Pyrite is commonly 
associated with copper minerals which replace it forming 
typical bomb structure. It is one of the earliest sulph
ides in the ore deposits of the area.

Siderite FeOOg
Siderite occurs in the San Xavier and Mineral Hill 

sub-areas as fissure fillings in the limestone.

Molybdenum Mineral
Molybdenite MoSg

Molybdenite is present in the Mineral Hill sub-area. 
It is associated with ehalcopyrite, There were only 

two specimens where molybdenite was recognized. Neither 
section shows definitely the age relation of molybdenite 
with the ehalcopyrite. ^

Manganese Mineral
Pyrolusite hydrous manganese oxide 

This mineral occurs as black crusts and dendrites 
on the surface of the arkose and quartzite rocks in the
area



Gaague and Nog-Metallic Minerals 
Albite HaAlSigOg

Albite occurs as a constituent of the granite stock.
Andesine Silicate of Al, N a , and Ca 

Andesine occurs in the andesite and dlorlte rocks in 
the area.

Apatite (Gag) C4 (P04)3
Apatite is abundant as an accessory mineral in the 

igneous rooks of the area. ^ - ^
Aragonite CaCOg  ̂ : :

This mineral is fairly common as fissure fillings 
in the limestone areas. : - '

Biotite (H,Ke ) (Mg,Fe)4 (Al,Fe)2 (Si04 )4 

Biotite is the principal ferromagnesian mineral of 
the granite. It is also present in the volcanic rocks 
and other igneous rocks in the area.

Calcite CaCOg
Calcite makes up most of the limestone. It is also 

present as a secondary mineral in some of the ore de
posits in the area.

Chlorite SMgO*AlgOg# -.o" "
Chlorite is present as alteration product of the 

ferromagnesian minerals in the igneous rocks.
Dolomite (Ca,Mg) COg ' '

Dolomite occurs as a constituent of some limestone 
beds, but only in a very limited amount. It also ooours„as
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a common fissure fillings.

" ??.laot.e' 4Ca0 • 3 (Al>e3)8 • 6 SlOg . h 80
Epidote is abundant in the metamorphosed zones in 

the limestone. Epidotization is common in the Cretaceous 
▼oloenierocks in the area.

Garnet 5CaO . FegOg'SiOg
Garnet is very abundant in the Mineral Hill sub- 

area. It is produced by contact metamorphism of the lime
stone. Solid masses of garnet are also present in the 
San Xavier sub-area. Examination of some specimens ' 
of garnet shows that they are mostly the iron garnet, 
andradite.

Gypsum UaSO^ • 2HgO
Gypsum occurs as a sedimentary deposit associated 

with marls, shales and limestones.
Hedenbergite CaEefSiOjg

Hedenbergite is present in the San Xavier mines, 
as a contact metamorphic silicate. It is associated with 
galena and sphalerite ore. The temperature of formation 
of hedenbergite is regarded to be lower than that of 
garnet.

Hornblende Ca,Mg,Fe(Si03 )2 . NaAl(Si03)
Hornblende is a common mineral in the igneous rocks.
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Kaolin H^AlgSigOg
Kaolin occurs in the igneous rocks as alteration 

product of. the feldspars.

Labradorite (Lime-soda FeldsparjAbsoAnso^^AbsoAnyo
Labradorite is an essential mineral in the basic 

igneous rocks. -  ̂ .
Microoline ■ KAlSigOg .

Mi crocline is present in the granite stock.
Olivine (-ig,Fe)g ai04

Olivine is present in the basaltic rocks in the 
southern part of the area.

Orthoclase KAlSigOg
Orthoclase is present as an essential mineral in the 

granite stock.
Quartz Si02

Quartz is the most important gangue mineral. There 
seem to be more than one generation of quartz in the ore 
deposits. One generation appears to be earlier than the 
sulphides, while another is distinctly later.

Quartz is also an essential constituent of the 
granite stock and other acidic igneous rocks.

Tremolite CaMgg(SiOg)
A few specimens were reported by Eckel in the Mineral 

Hill sub-area.



Wollastonite CaO • SiOg 
This is a rather abundant metamorphic mineral in 

the limestone area close to the contact with the igneous 
rooks.

It is produced by the introduction of silica to 
the zone of metamorphism. The reaction is as follows:

CaCOg + Heat — — » CaO 4 CO©
CaO 4 Si02 — ----- _*CaO . SiOg

(Wollastonite)
Zircon ZrSiO.— — —  4

Zircon was observed in tac thin-section of the 
granite stock.
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General Statement :,
The ore deposits in the Helmet-Peak area are located 

in the northwestern -part of a belt of mineralization, 
known as the Pima Mining District, which is about three 
miles wide and eight miles long along a northwest-sbuth- 
east trend. . This belt extends from the Twin Buttes 
mining camp, on the southeast, to the Mineral Hill mining 
camp, on the northwest/ and is controlled mainly by the 
contact between the intrusive granite and the Paleozoic 
and Mesozoic sediments.  ̂ •

The four mining camps in the district are the following:
1. Twin Buttes camp, principally a copper pro

ducer with subordinate gold; silver, lead 
and zinc. Recently some tungsten has been

• found. ' -■■■'■ ' v ; ::v ■■

2 . Olive camp, principally a silver, lead, zinc 
producer with some gold and copper. -

3. San Xavier C6unp, principally a- lead-zinc
producer. . - ^ • --- - ■

4. Mineral Hill camp, principally a copper
producer. .. - ' ' *

The last three camps mentioned- lie within the Helmet 
Peak area.
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The ore deposits in the Helmet Peak area are 
discussed under three types based on the principal 
metal or metals produced.

1 . Copper deposits (Contact Metamorphio)
2 . Complex lead-zino-silver deposits

(a) as metasomatic replacements in 
limestone

(b) In fissure veins and breccia zones
3. Gold-pyrite deposits

The copper deposits have been formed in the Paleozoic 
limestone along intrusive granite contacts. Included 
in this type are the deposits of the Mineral Hill 
Consolidated Copper Company, of the Vulcan group, and of 
the Gray Copper mine. The ores in these mines are as
sociated with strong garnet mineralization.' Chalcopy- 
rite constitutes the most important copper mineral.

The complex lead-zinc-silver ores are subdivided 
into two classes. Ores of the first class are replacements 
in limestone closely related in origin to the intrusion 
of the granite exposed in the western part of the area. :
The complex sulphide ore deposits of the San Xavier mine 
of the Empire Zinc Company belong here. Some copper minerals 
are also present in these deposits.

Most of the ores of the second class are deposits 
along narrow fissures in the arkosic sediments and volcanic
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rocks of the Olive Camp sub-area* The ore bodies of the 
Olivette Mine, of the Swastika Mine .and Milling Company, 
of the Paymaster Silver Company.and of the Vivienne . . 
Mining Company belong to this type. The ore deposits of 
the Helmet Peak Mining Company occur in an area of breo- 
elated volcanic rock. : - ...

The gold-pyrite ores occur as narrow vein deposits 
in the southern-part of the area.: Veins of this type 
are relatively few and information as to the amount .of 
production-and,other features of the deposits is not 
available to the writer. Some veins ? in the Alpha group 
belong, to this type. . . : > .. : ; . V

- : - "« ^  . .... . ■ i  - - .  - > . -■ .  -  . -• " ' - ‘ - * - " " '

. The- ore deposition atr the .San. Xavier and the Olive
camp sub-areas is-related to the northeast trending . .

ofractures. . In the San Xavier sub-area,, the N45.E and 
N70°E systems.control most of the mineralization, 
although a few northwest..fractures are also mineralized.
In the Olive Camp sub-area, the mineralization is mostly 
along two general systems of northeast-trending fractures: 
(1) N 20°- 50° E and (2) N 65° - 85° E. Some of these 
fractures strike toward the San Xavier sub-area and 
although detrital cover has made it impossible to trace 
the fractures northeastward, they probably continue into 
the San Xavier sub-area.

The copper-garnet ores at the Mineral Hill mines
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are closely associated with the intrusive, whereas the 
San Xavier lead-zinc-silver ores are farther from the 
intrusive. An intermediate type of mineralization is re
presented by the copper-zinc-silver deposits of the San 
Xavier Extension Copper Company. .The relation of the 
different mines and their ore deposits to the intrusive 
is shown in Figure 2 . .

In the discussion which follows, representative, 
mines of each type of ore deposits will be described. 
History and production of each mine will be given if such 
are available to the writer. Historical data and pro
duction figures of the mines in the area were obtained 
from: (1 ) Company reports, (2 ) Mineral Resources (U. S.
Geological Survey) (3) Annual Report of the Territorial 
Governor of Arizona to the Secretary of Interior,
(4) Arizona Metal Production by M. J. Rising and R. E. 
Heineman, and (5) Interviews with persons familiar V 
with the district.
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Mineral Hill Consolidated Copper Company
History and Production

The original location of the claims now comprising 
the Mineral Hill group was made by Thomas Hughes in 1882. 
Under Hughes *s management the mine produced about 9000 
tons of high grade ore. In 1889 the Mineral Hill Mining 
Company took over the property and continued to develop 
and operate the mines. From 1889 to 1894, 4000 tons of 
ore were shipped to El Paso and yielded an average of 
12.5 per cent copper. In 1894, this company consolidated 
its holdings with the Copper King Company and the latter 
became the operating company. The following is a list of 
ore shipments given in the annual report of the Territorial 
Governor of Arizona to the Secretary of Interior in 1899: 

Year Quantity (pounds) Shipped to Assay(%)
1895 1,250,000 El Paso 22
1895 : i. .2,000,000 . : j x ■ Tucson 12 :
1896 670,000 Tucson 12.6
1896 761,350 ;• ; r ; Copper Queen v , :11.4
1897 52,370 Tucson 19.3
1897 x, 242,767 o f , Copper Queen 10.7
On December 18, 1897 the company was reorganized at

Tucson, Arizona under the laws of the Territory, with
2,500,000 shares of par value of #1.00 each. The company
was then known as the Azurite Copper and Gold Company.

In January, 1898 the company installed a smelting
plant consisting of two water-jacket furnaces with a 1

1 . From Company report



combined capacity of about eighty tons per twenty-four, 
hours. The furnaces were in operation intermittently for 
two years, the aggregate of total working time being from 
seven to eight months. About 9600 tons of ore were smelted 
yielding an average of six per cent copper. The product 
was 800,000 pounds of matte averaging 65 to 70 per cent 
copper and $25,00 to $45.00 per ton in gold and silver.

On June 25, 1899 the company shipped 42,900 pounds 
of copper bullion and matte.

In May, 1904^ the Azurite Copper and Gold Mining 
Company was succeeded by the Mineral Hill Consolidated 
Copper Company of Pittsburgh, Pa. The company owned from 
50 to 60 claimsincluding the Azurite, Plumed Knight, 
and Sunrise groups. ' . ' - . . j .

From 1905 to the present the mines have been operated 
intermittently. Complete production figures for each 
period of activity are not•available. The mines operated 
during the last7World War and in 1916 "Mineral Resources? 
published by the U. S. Geological Survey, reported that 
the Pima district is credited with the production of 
6,683,094 pounds of copper, of which "most" is stated to 
have come from the Azurite workings of the Mineral Hill 
Consolidated Copper Company. : : .. • . 1

1. Ransome, F. L . , 1921, op. cit. -
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; Elsing and Heineraan gave the .approximate production 
of the .Mineral Hill Consolidated Copper .Company from. 1898 
t o .1918 as follows1 : K %

1 r .  .

: . .

,'V

;; v  j v J v
Copper s 8,000,000 pounds
** - • »• . .. •- ^ m u -.* -

Silver = $50,000.00
".5

Total Value = $2,000,000.00
The mine .is developed through a vertical shaft about

700;feet deep with the,principal levels at 500, 600 and 
700 feet below the collar.. .
. ,. The,;company,.is at present owned by the Bamsdall 

Tripoli Corporation of Seneca, Missouri..., . .....
. ' ■ - ■ .   * . -• — . ' --V - * —  w -. . <f J .. •. .- V

r :  i  \Character of Ore Deposits : i,'.3lc"/.

The' copper deposits of the Mineral Hill Consolidated
Copper’Company are of the contact metamorphic type. ^The

■ • % y -' - f
ore bodies occur in limestone close to granite intrusive; 
The largest ore bodies were deposited along the principal

A::.,fault zone (Mineral faiiltj and in hn irregtiliar zone of: 
contact metamorphism hear the intrusive. In general, the

T h 'ore deposit has a steep southerly dip hear the surface
r--" l v-' iand flattens to nearly horizontal'on the lower levels;' cn c.

Some ore bodies extend several hundred feet from " : 
the igneous contact along fracture zones^ The1 fractures

■■ ■-by 1
1. . lEising,; M.T. j".. and keineman, ft. E . , Arizona Metal

Production, Univ. of Ariz. Bull. No. 140, p. 97, 1936.



are north-south and dip steeply to the east. Some north- 
east and northwest fractures are mineralized with massive 
garnet ("garnet rock") and sulphide minerals; other u n - j 
mineralized fractures along the same trends are probably 
post-mineral. " .. ' ' ' ' ' ; :
..... - - - - ....' - .  ̂ ^The so-called "garnet rook" in the mines is not all
garnet, although the mineral is an abundant constituent.
It is a metamorphosed limestone containing garnet, epidote,

' ■ ’ " - ■ ’7 '7-; r ' - r -  7:; :--;7 : ; 7:'..:; C7.wollastonite, and other silicates. Veinlets of quartz with
,. , : . '• ..7:.:.::,-:. -:7-C-. - : -"r -v,:-';".'"-".". ’ 7other minerals cut the metamorphosed rocks. Although the

writer has pointed out the close association of the copper 
ores with garnet, it does not necessarily follow that the
same solutions caused the metamorphism of the limestone 
and the deposition of the ore deposits. The mere existence 
of garnet rook does not insure associated ore, nor is the 
ore by any means confined to garnet rook.

The mineralization in some less important mineralized 
zones in the northeastern part of the sub-area seems to be 
controlled by north-northeast and northeast trending‘frac
ture zones dipping rather steeply. The ore in these zones 
is oxidized although workings have gone to a considerable 
depth. No igneous rocks were observed on the dumps and it 
seems likely that the intrusive is at a greater depth in 
this part of the area.
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Ore Minerals and their Paragenesis 
■ The principal ore mineral is chalcopyrite with 
subordinate :tetrahedrite, borriite, chalcopite, covellite, 
magnetite, hematite, pyrite, sphalerite, galena, and 
molybdenite. Sphalerite, galena, and pyrite, which are 
the most abundant ore minerals in the San Xavier sub- 
area, are very subordinate in the Mineral Hill sub-area. 
Molybdenite is rare.

The primary gangue minerals are garnet, epidote, 
wollastohite and quartz. Secondary carbonates are also 
present in the gangue.
• - The probable sequence of the minerals is as follows:

Hypogene: : • *
-Garnet and other silicates 
Magnetite ,

; Hematite ' ■..
Pseudomorphic magnetite 
Quartz
JPyrite .. ..Sphalerite ‘ ‘
Chalcopyrite ;

• Bornite -
Tetrahedrite -
Galena

.... Molybdenite (?) , - „ v . :

Supergene: ;
Chalcocite, covellite and carbonates

Garnet, epidote, and other contact silicate minerals were 
deposited during the first period of mineralization, pro
bably contemporaneous with the period of intrusion of the
granite.

The first metallic minerals deposited were hematite
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ana magnetite. Most of the magnetite has the bladed  ̂

structure of hematite", but primary magnetite, (without 
the bladed structure) is also present. F. N. Guild! 
described the bladed magnetite as pseudomorphio after hema
tite. Guild believed that magnetite was formed first 
under magmatic conditions, then oxidized at considerable 
depths by COg to hematite, and reduced again to magnetite 
at shallower depth. ' ~ " ..r

Quartz cuts some magnetite plates. Some specimens 
show quartz replacing the pseudomorphio, magnetite by 
occupying the plate boundaries^ Quartz deposition pro
bably continued for sometime for it.cuts pyrite,sphaler
ite, and chalcopyrite. ‘ :

Pyrite, the first sulphide deposited, apparently 
replaces pseudomorphio,magnetite along plate boundaries, 
but in some specimens, pyrite crystals seem to be partly 
replaced b y ;the pseudomorphio:magnetite.

Little sphalerite is present and its relation to 
the chalcopyrite is not clear. The sphalerite contains 
scattered blebs of chalcopyrite and such relations are 
interpreted by some as replacements of sphalerite by chal
copyrite ; others regard them as. products of unmixing of 
solid' solution; „

Bomite, chalcopyrite and tetrahedrite are probably

IT Guild, F. N., Microscopic delations of Magnetite,
Hematite, Pyrite and Chalcopyrite. Econ. Geol. Vol. 
XXIX No. 2 p. 107, (1934).



partly contemporaneous. Tetrahedrite seems to be partly
later than bornite for it is more closely associated with

' ■ ■'

galena, which is one of the latest hypogene sulphides.
Galena definitely replaces sphalerite, chalcopyrite, 

and other earlier sulphides.
Only two-specimens contained rosettes of molybdenite.

and from these the.relation to the other sulphides is. .
not clear. In -Copper Creek, Arizona1 , molybdenite i s ..
the latest hypogene sulphide, mineral and it is later
than many gangue. minerals. At Helvetia^, molybdenite ..
is later than the -other sulphides,. and belongs to a ...
distinctly later period of mineralization. Molybdenite - 
is probably a-very- late sulphide- in the - Mineral Hill
sub-area. -... - ... ........ .... ...... .. . .... ....

Secondary chalcocite and some covellite are present 
in-some specimens. Chalcocite replaces chalcopyrite 
along gangue boundaries. Veinlets of chalcocite are 
also.present in the sphalerite, probably as secondary 
■ replacements in cracks of sphalerite-Thin covellite -
veinlets traverse chalcopyrite in some specimens.

: ... ■  ̂ ■■■ ■ . ...

T~. Kuhn, T.H., Pipe Deposits of Copper Creek', Arizona. 
Econ. Geol. Vol. XXXVI, No. 5, p. 513, August, 1941.

2 . "Johnson, V. H . , The Geol. of Helvetia Mining District, 
Ariz., Doctor’s Thesis, Univ. of Ariz. Library, 
p. 66, (1941).
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Hypogene Stage:
Garnet etc.
Magnetite
Hematite
Pseudomorphic

Magnetite
Quartz . ,

: ' *f ‘

Pyrite
Sphalerite
Chalcopyrite ,
Bornite
Tetrahedrite :
Galena
Molybdenite

Supergene Stage: 
Chalcocite _ 
Covellite 
Carbonates

Paragenetic Relation of Ore Minerals in the
Mineral Hill sub-area
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Seoondary Enrichment
Due to the reactive limestone environment, very 

little secondary enrichment of the ore deposits has 
taken place in the sub-area. When minerals like copper 
iron sulphides begin to break down and form sulphuric 
acid and ferrous and cupric sulphates, the solution 
immediately reacts with the limestone (CaCog) sind 
forms stable minerals such as copper carbonates (mala- 
chite and azurite), ferrous carbonate or perhaps more 
usually hydrous ferric oxides as its final products.

Age Relations of the Ore Deposits ‘ :r"
The ores in the sub-area are post-granite and ,later 

than the major fracture systems.,, ... :

. V/' 1 ...



San Xavier Mine (Empire Zinc Company)
History

The San Xavier mine is one of the oldest and most 
extensive mines in the vioinity of Tucson. The mine was
worked by "chloriders” in the early eighteen- 
seventies as a silver-lead property1 . No attention 
was paid to the copper content of the ores. After being 
worked as a silver mine, the property was idle for a 
long period and the mine filled with'water; It had been
developed by a shaft about 300 feet deep. At 300 feet 
bodies of sulphide ore carrying from fifteen to-twenty 
ounces! of silver per ton, three' to ten per cent copper, 
fifteen to forty.per cent lead and twenty to twenty-five 
per cent zinc were known to have existed.

In 1897, General L . H. Maning reopened the mine 
and shipped ores to El Paso. After ascertaining the 
values from actual shipments and finding that the zinc 
was not desired by the smelters, about fifty tons of 
ore was concentrated with a view of separating the zinc
from the copper, lead and silver. These experiments
were made on the Wilfley table and the result was satis
factory.

1. Report of the Territorial Governor of Arizona to the 
Sec. of Interior. 1899.
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Some of the mixed ore v/as also tested in jigs at the
University of Arizona School of Mines and satisfactory
separation of galena was attained. Grade of ore shipped
during that time was1 :

Copper = 1 . 5  to 5 per cent 
Silver = 8  to 18 ounces per ton 
Lead = 10 to 30 per cent 
Silica - 35 per cent 
Iron = 1 2  per cent 
CaCOg s 5 per cent

The following figures give an idea of the production 
during the latter part of eighteen-nineties:

Data for October, 1897
Thirty-four oars shipped contained 752 tons:

Total Gross Value of ore - #10,237.00
* w Expense % 8.218.00

Net profit 2 2,019.00
Net profit per ton S #2.68

Daily average for the month* 25 tons 
About fifty men were employed at the time.

In 1903^ R. W. Forbes, superintendent, reported that
the mine was developed to depth of 500 feet and that
100,000 tons of ore were blocked out. About 50,000 tons
of ore had been shipped from the mine to 1903.

The San Xavier mine was purchased by the Empire Zinc
Company in 1912 and in 1913 produced about 1500 tons of

copper-silver-lead ore, which was hauled by motor trucks

TI Report of the Territorial Governor of Ariz. to Sec", 
of Interior, 1899.

2. Report of the Territorial Governor of Ariz. to Sec. 
of Interior, 1903. 3

3. Ransome, F. L . , op, oit., 1921.



to Sahuarlta and thenoe shipped to the El Paso smelter# 
Considerable oxidized zino ore was developed during that 
year and the mine continued production to December, 1917. 
The ore shipped in 1917 carried as much as six per cent 
copper and six ounces of silver per ton, but the average 
was considerably lower. Some zinc carbonate was also 
produced from 1913 to 1917, mainly from open outs. -

The production1 of the San Xavier mine is as follows: 
6 ,000,000 pounds of lead arid $2 0 0,000.00 worth of silver; 
total value is $500,000.00. No figures for copper and 
zinc were given. . . - ' ' :

Character of Ore Deposits
The ores in the San Xavier mine belong to the meta- 

somfttic lead-zinc-silver type. The principal ore deposits 
owned by the Empire Zinc Company.are located in two sep
arate places. One group of deposits, east of the Twin 
Buttes highway, is developed through two main shafts, the 
No. 2 and the No. 3; the other group is located west of 
the highway and has been developed through shaftsNo. 6 .
Due to the unfamiliarity of the writer with the latter, 
the description of the ores will be confined mostly to 
the deposits below shafts Nos. 2 and 5. The writer is

T~. Elsing, k. J. and Helneman, R. E.,
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op. oit., 1936.
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of the general opinion that the two groups of deposits 
are similar and their genesis the same.

The shape of the deposits, below the No. 2 and 
No. 5 shafts, is an inverted elliptical cone with the 
base close to the surface. The ore bodies are not con
tinuous but are made up of lenticular masses lying one 
above the other. They occur as replacements in the Per
mian limestone near the main east-west fault.. Local
ization of ore shoots is controlled by two systems of 
fractures, the N45°E system and the N70°E system.

The ore minerals are principally sphalerite and 
galena with subordinate chalcopyrite and pyrite. Other 
minerals present are magnetite, hematite, quartz and 
hedenbergite.

The ore bodies in the oxidized zone are irregular 
masses of smithsonite, copper carbonates, jarosite, 
cerussite and plumbojarosite.

Paragenesis of Ore Minerals
The probable sequence of deposition of the ore 

minerals is as follows:
Hypogene:

Garnet, epidote and other silicates 
Primary magnetite 
Hematite . ,
Pseudomorphio magnetite 
Hedenbergite,
Quartz
Pyrite
Sphalerite
Chalcopyrite
Galena
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Supergene:
Chalcocite
Covellite
Cfr 3̂onete ̂3 - — p— — — . - , -  * - . ■. - i - . - ^ '

Garnet and epidote are not as extensively developed in 
these deposits as in the Mineral Hill sub-area. They 
are confined to a few.fissures and were apparently the 
first minerals to be formed. - -  • - —

Magnetite-and hematite are also earlier than all 
sulphides. The-magnetite-hematite relationship is similar
to that in the Mineral Hill sub-area, in which-the mag---
netite plates are pseudomorphic after h e m a t i t e . ---

Hedenbergite is closely associated with the sul
phides .and ;although none has been observed in the polished 
sections this mineral is probably earlier than the 
sulphides.

. Quartz was deposited continuously, for in speci
mens it is earlier and later than the sulphides. It 
replaces the platy structure of pseudomorphic magnetite 
in some samples and replaces the primary magnetite 
along cracks in others.

Pyrite was the first sulphide deposited. Chaloo- 
pyrite replaces pyrite along fractures. The relation 
of chalcopyrite and sphalerite is not clear but sphal
erite is probably earlier and partly contemporaneous
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Hypogene Stagei
Garnet etc. " r: V ' ' f
Magnetite - ■ ;; -1
H e m a t i t e -
Pseudomorphio 

Magnetite
Hederibergite
Quartz ;
Pyrite ^
Sphalerite
Chalcopyrite
Galena

_:.v

Supergene Stage: 
Chalcocite
Covellite
Carbonates

, "  •>"

Paragenetic Relation of Ore Minerals in the
. v . .. : n n  'i r  . 1: j .v :

San Xavier mine
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with dhalcopyrite. : /-x-, :» t-h r
Galena Is the latest hypogene sulphide, cutting 

sphalerite and chalcopyrite in places.
; Supergene chalqooite and covellite are relatively 

Unimportant • ; v •>r t - 1 ■, - r <•;

Genesis of the Ore Deposits
'v.v:' : '■ V . !5. n:. v;:d V : h :Contrasted with the Mineral Hill sub-area, the" 
igneous bodies related to the ore deposition in the 
San Xavier mine are not exposed on the surface". Local 
men and some old mine reports mentioned the presence of
"porphyry rocks" associated with the ""ores underground.
Due to the inaccessibility of the mine workings below the

7 ,water level, this information can not be verified.
In the San"Xavier Extension mine, about 1500 feet

northwest of.the San Xavier mine, granite prophyry
sills and dikes have been encountered cutting the Paleozoic
limestones. Similar,bodies of igneous'rocks are.present 
in the limestones of the Vulcan mine, about 3000 feet 
north of the San Xavier mine. The igneous bodies are
related to the mineralization and. are believed .to be off
shoots from the main granite stock.

From these relationships,,it is probably safe t© 
conclude that the mineralization in the San Xavier mine

...... , • • - • - — ' * • V

is related to a similar source . 2 :; . 5, r. c j l



The mineralizing solutions, probably followed the 
principal northeast fracturesi ; ^ ■

Secondary Enriohmant : . •
Due to the close association of the ore minerals 

with the limestone, which is a reactive type of gangue, 
very little migration and secondary enrichment of the 
metallic constituents took place. Most of the metallic 
minerals affected by the supergene solutions were im
mediately converted to carbonates and silicates. Ores 
shipped during the early years of mining in the sub-area 
were from the oxidized zone, principally oerussite, 
smithsonite, calamine and silver associated with them. 
Malachite, azurite and chrysooolla are also abundant.

Relation Between the Ore Deposits of the San Xavier 
and the Mineral Hill Sub-areas.

In contrast to the ore deposits of1the Mineral Hill 
sub-area, the Semi Xavier mine ore1 deposits have the 
following features:

1 . Less garnetization and epidotization
2. More pyroxenes present
3. More galena and sphalerite and only sub

ordinate chaloopyrite.
4. Absence of intrusive bodies close to the 

ore deposits.
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Theae contrasting features of the ore deposits In the 
two sub-areas, less than a mile apart, present an in- 0 ; 
teresting example ■of:the zonal theory of mineralization. 
This feature has been observed in many ore deposits of 
the Bocky Mountains such as the deposit at Bingham, Utah 
At Bingham, the copper ores (mostly ehalcopyrite), are 
within the intrusive and in the sediments close to the 
intrusive, whereas the lead-zinc ores are in the sedi
ments farther from the intrusive contact.

The copper-garnet ores of the Mineral Hill sub- 
area are close to the intrusive; the zinc-lead ores of 
the San Xavier area are farther from the intrusive mass.

The contact mineralization around the intrusive 
maybe divided into three zones:

1. Garnet zone (ferric iron) close to the 
intrusive.

2 . Hedenbergite zone (ferrous iron)
3. Sulphide zone, farthest from the intrusive.

Mineralization at the Mineral Hill sub-area is close,
- .

to or in the ferric iron zone, whereas that of the 
San Xavier probably is in the hedenbergite zone, or 
the sulphide zone, or both.

If this zonal theory holds for the San Xavier

deposits and if favorable limestone host rooks are 
present at greater depths, it is possible that more ore
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bodies are present at greater depth, but the lead-zinc 
ores near the surface may grade into copper-garnet ores 
as the workings approach the intrusive. ;. V: - —

U)

.'-rr ~ I:;-; vv '- o,

C'L

'r /. . y. r
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Olivette Mine ' "'': ' v ' :
General Statement

The Olivette mine, also known as the Olive mine, is 
included in the Corda group together with the Annette, the 
Collector, the Bonanza, the Happy Hew Year and the Arizona 
claims. The Olivette and the Annette claims have been most 
productive. ;
History .. : :  .

The Olivette and Annette1 claims were located in 1886 
by Frank Allison, J. K.. Brown, and a third party. . In 1887, 
there was said to be about 150 men leasing within these 
claims. Shipments were made up to 1893.

The discovery of the mines seems to have coincided 
with the waning of the Tombstone district and considerable 
attention was given to these deposits. In 1893, the low 
price of silver at forty-three, cents and lead at three- 
and-half cents per pound and the unstable demand for these 
metals at the same time, forced the mines to close.

During the summer of 1893 the Olivette and all other 
claims were deserted. Surface waters during rainy sea- 
sons began to fill the workings and caused, much caving.

Estimates of production axe as high as #750,000.00, 
largely silver.

1. From Company report. ' '."
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In 1913, the Tucson Mining Company built a 100-ton 
concentrator’at the Olivette mine, but nothing was learned 
of its' operation. '

Character and Extent of Ore Deposits .
The ore deposits,of the Olivette mine is typical of 

the silver-lead-zinc ores.in narrow fissures, which are 
numerous in the.Olive.Camp sub-area.,

The. principal vein in . ther Olivette claim has a 
N 80o E •strike ,and 45-degree; dip to the northwest. This 
is crossed near.the Olivette shaft by a similar vein on 
the Annette claim which strikes about N 8° W and dips 
40 degrees to the northeast. - , ^

Olivette and. the Annette veins, like all the 
fissure .veins, in the Olive Camp.sub-area, have a well 
marked footwall and hanging wall, about three to five 
feet apiart with-a filling of brecciated country rock.
The breccia contains streaks of quartz and ore minerals. 
The ore shoots or "pay streaks" of high grade ore occur
within the crushed gahgue and breccia and ranged from: ::

two inches'to two feet or more in width. -
V- The country rock- is the white Cretaceous- arkose.
Some dissemination of chalobpyfite, bomite, and pyrlte 
was observed in the wall rock. ^

The principal ore minerals are galena, freibergite
(argentiferous tetrahedrite), sphalerite and pyfite with

.or
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suMrdinate chaloopyrit®, borhite, and chalooolte.
The ore shipped is reported to contain from 100 

omees to 300 ounces of silver per ton with, upwards : 
of 20 per cent in lead. ; : ; :
: The Olivette vein had been developed for several

thousand feet; « Several open cuts and raises reaching 
the surfaceiexposed-the vein. The length of the vein 
within -the Olivette claim is roughly 150 feet. - It is 
developed by two main inclined shafts reportedly reach
ing 210 feet along the incline. The two shafts are 
about 75 feet apart and are connected on the 200-foot 
level.

The Annette vein is developed by several vertical 
shafts of unknown depths. The workings are now filled 
with water to about 100 feet from the surface.

Genesis of the Ore Deposits
Mineralization took place along narrow breccia 

filled fractures which were probably produced by the 
intrusion of the granite stock. The fractures in the 
Olivette claim belong to the N650-85°E system and that 
of the Annette belongs to the N10o-20°W system. The 
latter is not a prominent system and very few mineral
ized fissures of this system are known in the sub-area.

The ore deposits are typical shallow seated fissure 
deposits. Crustiform quartz, narrow vein fillings and 
breeolation of the materials within the fissures all
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suggest this,type of deposition.
The granite intrusive in the area is regarded as 

the source of mineralization. A.small body of this rook 
crops out at about 800 feet northeast of the Olivette 
shaft and probably underlies the present workings at, 
no great depth, t ,r -

The above description of the different.features of 
the Olivette and Annette veins applies in general to the 
numerous other silver-lead-zinc veins in the Olive camp
sub-area. vi-'i .:r.
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I /Helmet Peak Mining and Milling1 Company 
General Statement ;v‘:' ^  ^

The Helmet Peak Mining arid'Milling Company owns a 
group of seventeen mining claims included in the Pros
perity group. The principal ore deposits are in the 
Elsie and Camden claims and consist’ of complex silver- 
lead-zinc ores (typ^ 2b) in'brecciated volcanic rook.

little historical information is available, but 
the time of the discovery of the ore deposits and the 
periods of activities in the mine probably coincide 
with that of the Olivette mine.

Structure and Country Rock
The property lies within an area of highly altered 

and breociated andesite. This rock is the green andesite 
referred to on the geologic map and is different from 
the andesitic breccia which is .exposed south of the mine.

Considerable brecciation has taken place and num
erous cross-faults and shear zones were observed. Hydro- 
thermal alteration of the rock has produced chlorite, 
epidote and some serpentine.

Character of the Ore Deposits
The ore bodies occur as replacements in the zone of 

brecCiatioh. The zone, which has a northeast-southwest 
trend, is approximately 250 feet in width, and has a



f:

traceable,length of-several hundred feet. The ore was 
deposited as nodules, "pockets" and lenses inthe brec- 
eia .analogous to replacement ore bodies in the sedi
mentary rocks.; ... - , - ; - '

- The ore minerals are galena, sphalerite, freiber- 
gite (argentiferous tetrahedrite), tennantite, pyrite, 
bornite, chaloopyrite and quartz. Tetrahedrite is known 
to be present, but in the few specimens examined only 
tennantite was recognized. Supergene chaloocite and 
oovellite are also present. ^  - •

-113-

Paragenasis of the Ore Minerals /;  ̂; •

The probable sequence of deposition of the,ore
minerals is as follows: ......  ;;

•, Hypogene: . _ .. . . ... .. ... ... . . .
ci

Quartz .
Pyrite" '
Chaloopyrite
Sphalerite
Bornite..
Tetrahedrite
Tennantite..
Galena ;

Supergene: ;
Chaloocite
Covellite

. Carbonate .... .....
Pyrite is commonly replaced by chaloopyrite and 

bornite forming typical "bomb-structure". Blebs of
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ohalcopyrlte occur In. the sphalerite. Tennant it e and 
galena replace sphalerite along cracks. Quartz had been 
deposited both earlier and later than sphalerite. Its 
relation with the other sulphides is not definite.

Genesis of the Ore Deposits
Like all of-the mines in the Olive camp sub-area, 

the ore deposits of the Helmet Peak mine are probably re
lated to the intrusive granitic stock, which underlies 
the area. The intrusion of the granite had probably caused 
the brecciation and fracturing which were later mineral
ized by hydrothermal solutions. Although the intrusive 
is not encountered on the lowest level of the mine at 
600 feet from the surface, the granite outcropping not 
more than 3000 feet north of the mine suggests that it 
underlies the present workings at some unknown depth.
This same granite has also been encountered by a shaft,
3500 feet northeast of the Helmet Peak mine, at a depth 
of about 160 feet from the surface. The stock itself 
crops out only three-quarters of a mile west of the mine.

Secondary Enrichment
Supergene chalcocite and covellite are rather 

abundant in the polished sections of ore samples ex
amined. Sooty coating of chalcocite on the surface of 
pyrite was observed in some specimens.



Large.amounts of cerussite and smithsonite were said 
to have been mined in the oxidized zone.

Extent of Developement
The ore deposits of the Helmet Peak mine are de

veloped by several vertical shafts and levels of varying 
extent. The Billings shaft is about fifty feet deep and 
has about 100 feet of lateral working. The Zinc shaft 
is seventy feet deep and was sunk near the western edge 
of the ore zone. Shaft No. 1 on the Camden claim is 600 
feet deep. Shaft No. 2 on the Elsie claim is 400 feet 
in depth and about 500 feet southwest of shaft No. 1 . 
About 3500 feet of lateral workings is said to have 
been done in the ore zone between shafts No. 1 and No. 2 

Deepest working reached is reported to be at 600 feet 
from the surface. - . : • '



Other Mines in the Area
Vulcan, Mine - ■  : .

• The Vulcan mine adjoins the property, of the Mineral 
Consolidated Copper Company to the southwest. The mine 
is owned by the Vulcan Consolidated Mining Company of 
Tucson, The company owns "the seven claims which con
stitute the Vulcan group. ; ” . ..: o .. • :

The ore deposits belong to type 1,- that is, copper 
deposits in the limestone not far from, the intrusive 
contact. The geologic features of the deposits are ' 
similar to those of the Mineral Hill Consolidated Copper 
Company. ... -

The mine was developed mainly by a* 560-foot inclined 
shaft. The ore shipped from these workings in. 1916 to 
1917 is said to have yielded 1 ,200,000 pounds of copper 
and 11,000 ounces of silver and to have averaged six ’ to 
seven per cent copper. Elsing and Heinemannl estimated 
the production of copper from this mine at 700,000 pounds 
in 1916. This was valued at $130,000.00. ’ /

The total productioiT'of the mine is estimated at 
#500,000.00. :

Elsing, M. J . and Heineman, R. E., 1936, op. cit.
2 . From Company Report
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San Xavier'Extension- Copper Company ...
The property of the San Xavier Extension Copper 

Company is about one-half mile south of the Vulcan group 
and about 1500 feet northwest of the No. 2 shaft of the 
San Xavier mine (Empire Zinc Company). , The principal 
ore;bodies- lie within the Red Oxide claim.

The ore bodies occur as replacement ore shoots or len 
SlBuleo:. masses; in limestone along fractures. . The ores 
eemtaln principally copper, zinc and silver minerals. .... 
This type of ore probably represents an intermediate zone 
of mineralization between the.distinctly, copper-garnet 
ores of. the Mineral Hill . sub-area and the lead-zinc- 
silver ores of the San Xavier mine (Empire Zinc Company). 
•Porphyry dikes” were reported to have been encountered 
by undergouhd'workings. '

The mine was under the management of Mr. E. G.’ Bush, 
who was also active in the development of the Twin"Buttes 
district. In September, 1919, the mine produced about'
900 tons of ore which averaged about four per cent copper 
and two ounces of silver^. Minerals found bn the dumps 
are mostly sphalerite with some chalcopyrite. - v:;:

The mine is developed by two shafts: an inclined
shaft about 248 feet from the surface along the intrusive

IT Ransome, E. L., 1921, op. cit. ™" ""
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and a vertical shaft 328 feet from the surface. The 
principal levels are the 227-foot level and the 312-foot

: v:' .r ; r  : ■ - ^' .v . "

level. . ' ■  ̂ ,

South San Xavier Group : "vv- ■ ■; v -r. . .. .
The South Zavier group adjoins the Cofda group oh'the 

north and the iSah:Xavier group "on -the -south. ';
• : The ore occurs along the east-west fault contact 

between the Permian limestone and"the Cretaceousrfirkbse. 
Very little is known of the type of ore on the production 
made by the mine. Examination of some specimens from 
the dumps showed abundant chalcopyrite arid-bornite.

The Gray Copper mine belongs to this group.

Swastika Group
r  . ■ . v . -v l v ■: ' , : .-.1 :;v ' -

The Swastika group, which consists of twelve claims, 
adjoins the Corda group (Olivette mine) on the east.
The type of mineralization is similar to that of the 
Olivette mine. The fissures in this group belong to the 
N659-85°E system. Ore minerals contain principally lead, 
zinc and silver with subordinate copper. The paragenesis - 
of the ore minerals is similar to that of the Helmet 
Peak mine. - r - -v r . - ̂ * ■'. t..vv

The Richmond claim in the Swastika group is said 
to have produced about $50,000.00 worth of ore.
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Paymaster Claims
The ore deposits of the Paymster claims are in 

narrow fissure veins which: strike about N8°E. Ore 
minerals are principally'argentiferous galena with sub
ordinate copper and zinc minerals. The veins were reported 
to have a westerly dip from the surface, but turn easterly 
at 250 feet and follow the granite-andesite contact.

The country rock is mainly the brecciated andesite,' 
although mineralization has also taken place along the 
other type of andesite" rocks. The workings are underlain 
by granite which was encountered at"about 300 feet from
the surface. ' ' ; ■.

The Paymaster mine is one of the largest silver- 
lead producers in the area. Total production is estimated 
at #220,000.00 from 1887 to 1908. " '
'... i " v:-; • - ; ̂ : v " r : ; -1 .■ 'rv : .
Alpha Group - - . "; . ■ -,. -

A series of northeast trending mineralized fissures 
occur in this group. Copper-silver predominate in some, 
whereas, lead-silver constitute the main,values in others; 
The Pima Mjtoing:Company, which is within this group, is_ 
known to have produced some pyrite.gold ores, of type 3.
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CONCLUSION
The problem of additional ores in the area depends 

largely upon two factors: (a) the type of rocks and
(b) the type of structure below the present underground 
workings of the different mines in the area.

In the San Xavier sub-area, the problem is to deter- 
mine whether favorable limestone horizons exist between 
the present workings and the main intrusive mass. The 
ore deposits now exposed by the underground workings 
are confined mostly in the Permian and Pennsylvanian
formations and the presence of the Escabrosa, the Martin
and the Abrigo limestones below would provide more favor- 
able horizons for ore deposition. In considering this 
possibility, the type of structure and the extent and 
position of the igneous intrusive below the surface must
be considered. The writer has presented evidence of

r . 2 '.. i l r  .' . .V-' -. ■ ' ' .l-- . 2'52  f, l .J ,' . '■ i
thrust-faulting in the southern part of the area and in 
the surrounding region. Therefore, the possibility that
the Paleozoic strata of the San Xavier sub-area (includ
ing that of the Mineral Hill sub-area) are large thrust 
blocks over younger beds (Cretaceous?) should be con
sidered. If the overthrust hypothesis is true, it may



preclude the existence of more Paleozoic limestones below 
the thrust plane. Whether the thrust plane still exists 
below, of"whether it is now occupied by the grantic 
intrusive, remains to be determined by further exploration.

Another point to consider is the extent of the granite 
intrusion. It is possible that at no great depth below 
the surface, the granite has displaced the Paleozoic 
limestones. If such is true, exploration beyond the 
contact of the Paleozoic sedimentary rooks and the in
trusive is not likely to be productive as no commercial 
mineralization is known within the granite intrusive 
itself. The problem resolves itself to the determina
tion of how much limestones exist between the granite 
and the present underground workings.

Similar problems exist in the Olive Camp sub-area.
^t has been pointed out that some of the important ore 
deposits in the sub-area are in the Cretaceous strata.
The problem is to determine whether the Paleozoic lime
stones, which are favorable ore horizons, exist below the 
Cretaceous strata. As in the San Xavier sub-area,the 
problem resolves itself to the determination of the 
extent of the granitic intrusive. It is probable that 
any Paleozoic rocks below the Olive camp sub-area were 
displaced by the intrusive. If Paleozoic rooks exist 
below the camp, a depth of several thousand feet of



prospecting may be required to reach them. The thick
ness of the Cretaceous series is known to be from 
10,000 to 20,000 feet in the surrounding region and the 
position in this series in the:area is not certain.
It is the writer’s belief that the intrusive granite 
exists not more than a few hundred to a thousand feet 
below the surface over, much of the area. - , ;
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SUM A E Y  ,

' -The Helmet Peak-area is'located about 22 miles south 
Of Tudson* : ^  : : f f ■ '■ C}.
. Sedimentary rocks include the Cambrian Bolsa and 

Abrigo formations, the Devonian Martin limestone, the Mis- 
sissippian: Esoabrosa limestone, the Pennsylvanian Naco 
formation, the Permian Manzano and Snyder Hill formations 
and the Upper Cretaceous arkose, shales, conglomerates, 
limestones and volcanic rooksv '' - V ' : . . : '
; i r Igneous, rocks include granite and several varieties 
of basalt and andesite.

The south-dipping sedimentary rooks in the Mineral 
Hill sub-area.are interpreted as a part of the lower limb 
of an overturned fold, whose upper limb had been obliter
ated by the granite intrusion. :: ~ “

In the San- Xavier sub-area, an east-west fault dip
ping 60° to the south brought the Permian limestones in . 
contact with the Upper Cretaceous strata.

Helmet Peak is bounded on both east and west sides 
by steep-angle faults. It is interpreted as a horst-type 
of structure.

The large areal distribution of andesitic and quartz-



itio breccia, in the southeastern part of the area, to
gether with low-angle fault planes with the breccia forma
tions , suggests a thrust-fault zone from which the overly- 
ing block has been largely removed.

The general systems of fracturing in the Olive Camp 
sub-area are as followsi : : . , !

l. N20°-50°2 , ; ,
::2. N650-85°B: y
3. N10 -20 W -T 1 -

Systems 1 and 2 are usually mineralized.
The ore deposits in the Helmet Peak area are of 

three types, based on the principal metal or metals pro
duced : : ‘T ■ . V; . : .. : \y:;. :

1. Copper deposits (contact metamorphio)
2. Complex lead-zinc-silver deposits :

(a) as metasomatic replacements in limestone 
- IT., (b) in fissure veins and breccia zone

3. GoId-pyrite deposits. _
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Plate III
A. Polished section.photomicrograph showing 

molybdenite (Mo) associated with the 
chaloopyrite (Op) and sphalerite (bp) 
in the ore of the Mineral Hill sub-area. 

Magnified 45X 
Q, - quartz

B. Polished section photomicrograph showing 
supergene chaloocite (cc) veinlets in the 
sphalerite (Sp). Note blebs of chaloopyrite 
in the sphalerite.

Magnified 9OX 
Op - chaloopyrite 
Q, - quartz
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Plate IV

A. Polished section photomicrograph showing 
tetrahedrit® (T) and galena replacing 
sphalerite (Sp). Tetrahedrite also re
places chaleopyrite along cracks (see lower 
part of the section). :

.: Magnified 48X :
< ■ ■ ■ ' . . :v '  ̂ :V-(Miheral Hill sub-area)

V -  ; :v : v v-:.:,:;, . »

V : :.v

• " ;

*£ .

B. Polished section photomicrograph showing 
chaleopyrite (Gpy) replacing pyrite (Py)

: along cra^s. ■ -Y
Magnified 45X

. ;'Y ■ : V ,  ' ' . . ■■ . / •; ■ :(Mineral Hill sub-area)





Plate ¥

Polished seetIon photomicrograph showing 
supergene ehaleooite (Co) replacing ohal- 
oopyrlte.(Cpy) along gangue boundaries.
Black mineral is quartz.

Magnified 9CK 
(Mineral Hill sub-area)

1
,  ■■■■->





Plate 71

A. Polished seotlon photomicrograph showing 
magnetite (Mag) and chalcopyrite occupy
ing cracks in the epl'dote (E) gangue. 

Magnified 45X
. (Mineral Hill sub-area)

Polished section photomicrograph showing 
ehaleopyrite •( Cpy) replacing pseudomorphio 
magnetite (Mag) along plate boundaries* 

Magnified 48X 
(Mineral Hill sub-area)





Plate VII

A. Polished section photomicrograph showing 
later quartz (Q) cutting sphalerite (SP). 
Galena (G) is also later than sphalerite. 

Magnified 48X 
(San Xavier mine)

#

B. Polished section photomicrograph showing 
. later galena (G) cutting earlier ohal- 
X)opyrlte.

.. ' Magnified 45X : '
(San Xavier mine)
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Plate VIII

A. Polished section photomicrograph showing 
ehalcopyrite (Cpy) cutting thepseudo- 
mopphio magnetite (Mag) plates. Note the 
tendency of the ehalcopyrite to-.follow. 
plate boundaries of the magnetite. Also note 
white blebs of hematite in the magnetite.
. ;,:v - ' . Magnified 481 . Y ;';

(San Xavier mine) . ;

B. Polished section photomicrograph showing 
the relation between magnetite (Mag) 
and pyrite (Py). Pyrite apparently re
places magnetite along plate boundaries.

. : ̂  Y
y : ' . (San Xavier mine): '• ■ . ■■ .

'■r

r ■ -
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4:,
Polished seotion photomicrograph showing 
later quartz (Q) occupying fraetures in 
earlier magnetite.  ̂ '

Magnified 4 5 X '
V.; ■ : - V ' ' ■' , - ' • -
(San Xavier mine)
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Plate X :

Polished seotion photomicrograph showing”ex
ploded bomb” structure of pyrits -(py), Chhi- 
copyrite (op) and bomlte (bn) occupy the 
-froetures in t h e - 

. Magnified 48X ; V: ; ^
; ■ - (Helmet Peak mine ) . \ - - ; :

- - \

Polished section photomicrograph showing 
tennantite (tn) and galena "(G) replacing 
sphalerite (sp).

■'., • • ,  : . ■ ■ Magnified 55X ' \ ; - ' • V; "".
(Helmet Peak mine) • . r- •





Polished section phbtomlqrograpti showing 
bomite (Bn) replacing pyrite (py)>

- •

G - galena
;:̂ ;-:-;Mgnlfiea:45Z,'j

(Helmet Peak mine)

Polished section photomicrograph showing 
tennantite (tn) occupying a crack insphal-

erite (sp)
' ' " ; Magnified 45X : '

(Helmet Peak mine)
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Plate XII

Thin-aectlon photomicrograph of granite 
showing sericitization of the feldspars. 

F - feldspar 
Q - quartz % V

(with, oross-nicols) - 
^  Magnified S8X
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Plate XIII
V' v ■

A. Thln-seetlonphotoalorographof brown basalt
(se# Ublrigeologle map) showing parallel 
orientation of the feldspar phenocrysts.

Note outlines of olivine crystals almost eom- 
pletely altered to a brownish-pink mineral 
{IMingsite ?) . Secondary magnetite develops 
on" the border of the erystals. ^

(Without oross-niools) .

B. Thin-section photomicrograph of gray basalt 
; (see Ub in geologic m p ) showing feldspar
and olivine:phenocrysts. Note tiny feldspar 

/ crystals in the groundmass. Seoondaiy mag- 
netite develops on the border of olivine 
crystals. Alteration of olivine is not com
plete and its properties are still preserved.

(Without eross-nicols)
: Magnified 3QX





Plate XIV

Thin-section photomiorograph of Gray andesite 
showing hornblende phenocrystsalteredto 
hematite with the crystallographic charaeter

of hornblende still preserved. Note outlines 
of feldspar crystals.

(without oro s s-niools) :
: V'̂ .Magnified 30X : : ; '■

/ -  - - % -

• -

£-
: -

Thin-section photomicrograph of Mill andesite 
showing abundant serpentine (s ) in the rock; 
Note the highly sericitized and kaollnized

;feiaspars.: - -V : %:: : ^
(without oross-niodls)

.Magnified 28X





Plate XV
,

A. Thin-sectlon photomicrograph of Red Basalt 
showing gas cavities partially filled with 
ealcite. Note a portion of a large felds
par phenooryst (P) typical of the rook. 
Dark area represents brownish-red ground-

mass.
(without eross-nieols) 

Magnified

■* ;• •

B. ;Thin-seotlpn photcmiorograph of a breccia 
rook from the Breccia Hill.

(without eross-nieols)
Magnified 30X





Plate Z H

. .r
- V.;

A * T M n ~  sect ion photomicrograph of the white 
Cretaceous arkose (see Ka in geologic 
ttap) shoeing the general texture of the

(With cross-nicols) ; ' . •
Magnified 25%

■", ' :'-V- .

• ' •
" ' ■

-i;' "
■ V ;:' ■■■'';

' "

■ •; . .
■-

r-i '
v - : -  '' **

■■V '
;v„ ':

■ •' ■
■ -• "

':
' ' , ; / ■.* ■ ;

;> - v ^ V •
. Thin-section photomicrograph of the Naco

- homfel showing the general mosaic texture' •
of thelrock.

(With cross-nicols) 
Magnified 48%

V  ■ -





Plate XVII

A. Thin-section photomicrograph of breccia 
: rock common]^: found as fissure filling 
in the 01 ive camp sub-area. . • ■

(Without oross-niools) 
Magnified 343: ^

B . Thin-section;photomicrograph of orusti- 
form quartz common in the fissures of the 
Olive camp sub-area.■r _: ;v-. ' \ : ' - : '

(With cross-nicols)
. . . / mgnified 43X y 7





View;of the western slope or Helmet Peak. 
; • F - fault

- Evs:-:- Cretaceous volcanic
' '', Z: - : and . sediments
‘ Csh - Snyder Hill limestone

Plate ZVIII

View of Helmet Peak from the Mineral Hill 
sub-area. ■ v -'.,,-/-::.;;





Plate XIX

A. View of the northern slope of the Mineral 
Hill showing the Mineral fault.

Cnf - Haoo formation 
— 0b—  Boise quartzite 
-6a - Abrigo formation

B, • View Of the southern slope of a hill in
-.vr'. .' '

the Mineral Hill sub-area showing the 
;:;V:" V -
, ■ Mineral fault, . - : -. ' ■ . . :

^ • :■ ' -6a - Abrigo formation •
Dm - Martin limestone

; i Ce - Esoabrosa limestone
Cnf - Naeo formation

;
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4 A. .View of the San Xavier hills from the
' V. : ,: : - :■ '

- ; Breccia Hill (Looking northward)

v

■ > ; .

;•  • . - .. .• : .
'  v-, \  '

View of the Helmet Peak from the
j- :■ v Breeoia Hill (Looking northeast).

■ ■ r .
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-Plate X H

A. View ot the Bseabrosa hill west of the 
Twto (San Xavier sub-

; ■ area). ; J ::::. - : . : /-■ v . -  ̂ -
- - Ce; - Bseabrosa limestone

: enf -- la@o formation ■

B. A  prospect shaft being sunk at the Millls
•

property on the southwestern part of the 
area. (Taken : March 1942).





Plate XXII '

A. View of the Breccia Hill(Looking north- 
east). Helmet Peak on the background,.

B> Closer•view of the Breccia Hill showing
a fault plane dipping gently to the east. 
Note the breccia character of the formation

-
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- • ::V Plate x n i l

A  and B Quartzite breoeia In the southeastern
■ -r-4'*part of the area.
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Plate XXIV

Breccia rocks on the southeastern part 
of the area.
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Plate XXV

:

A; The San Xavier settlement with the No. 2 
.shaft of the San Xavier mine on the back
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B . The Olivette shaft.
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